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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Stella-Jones Inc. is a Canadian company engaged in the business of operating 
wood preserving facilities throughout Canada and in the US. This report deals 
with an operational problem whereby the company would like to assess the 
opportunity to relocate one of its existing operations to a new site. The objective 
of this study was to gather information from the literature and the company, to 
develop a facility location evaluation framework that would aid the company in 
their assessment of potential new sites. The company requires the evaluation to 
ensure that economic, environmental, and social perspectives are adequately 
considered. A customized framework for the use of Stella-Jones was developed 
utilizing theory from several sources in the literature, along with integration of 
relevant financial information, and the desired location factors of the company. 
The framework is designed to be used as a guide in a practical setting, with a 
minimum number of assumptions, and is required to be adaptable in a temporal 
sense; as it is uncertain when the company will choose to conduct the relocation 
evaluation. Along with site identification, this report identifies other studies and 
activities that must be performed before the relocation decision can properly be 
evaluated. 
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INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND 
Stella-Jones Inc. was founded in 1992, and today is a leading and well-
established North American producer and marketer of pressure treated industrial 
wood products. Stella-Jones specializes in the production of pressure treated 
railway ties and wood poles, which are supplied to electrical utilities and 
telecommunications companies throughout North America and other parts of the 
world . Other products produced by Stella-Jones include; marine and foundation 
piling, construction timbers, highway guardrail posts, and treated wood for 
bridges. The company also provides lumber companies and wholesalers with 
customized services to treat consumer lumber products for outdoor residential 
and commercial applications. 
Stella-Jones began with the acquisition of the operating assets of Domtar 
Inc.'s Wood Preserving Division in 1993. The original purchase of assets from 
Domtar consisted of four wood preserving operations located across Canada, 
including the New Westminster, BC operation. By 1994, Stella-Jones was a 
public company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Stella-Jones Inc. has 
expanded mainly through acquisition, and now consists of seven plants across 
Canada and one in the United States. 
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History of the New Westminster Operation 
Stella-Jones' New Westminster Operation is located in the Province of 
British Columbia, on the north side of the Fraser River, on the boundary of the 
cities of New Westminster and Coquitlam (Figure 1 ). The site is approximately 
thirty hectares (75 acres) in size, with a very flat topography. The facility was 
developed by Domtar in the 1920's when the local area was largely undeveloped 
heavy industrial zoned land, and municipal landfill. The facility was constructed 
on that location mainly because of the logistical characteristics offered in that 
area, such as; access to raw material from BC's coastal forests, access to the 
Fraser River for transporting raw material and finished products in booms and on 
barges, access to railway lines for transport of raw materials and finished 
products, close access to major highway transportation routes, proximity to a 
growing domestic market for construction products, close proximity to the 
developing Western Seaboard of the United States. 
The facility had a long history of operation by Domtar, until the operating 
assets were purchased by Stella-Jones in 1993. Domtar continues to own the 
land on which the assets are located, and Stella-Jones has a long term lease to 
operate on the site, with an option to purchase the site at any time. 
Over the years the local areas around the site have undergone substantial 
changes as the cities have grown and expanded through a series of continuous 
waves of succession from mostly undeveloped property in the early 1900's, to 
heavy industrial facilities and landfills. This was followed by an influx of light 
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industrial and commercial businesses, and now an increasingly common 
emergence of high density residential development and recreational facilities. 
Figure 1. Location of the New Westminster treating plant (adapted from 
website www.googlemaps.com 2006). 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Many negative side effects, from the point of view of a company operating 
a heavy industrial facility, have developed with the continuous land use 
succession of surrounding properties. As residential and light commercial 
development encroaches on the traditional heavy industrial land zones 
surrounding the Stella-Jones site, there is a decreasing compatibility between 
land users in the local area. 
Residents and commercial business owners do not like many of the semi-
obnoxious consequences of having a heavy industrial wood preserving facility in 
the area. To the residents of such developments, there is a long list of 
undesirable attributes of Stella-Jones' activities such as; noise from machinery, 
dust, odors, large truck traffic on local roads, aesthetics, lack of access to the 
riverfront, etc. At this point there have been relatively few complaints as a result 
of operating activities in New Westminster, and limited mainly to odor, but it 
seems inevitable that the frequency will increase as future development 
continues. 
On the other hand Stella-Jones has already experienced many adverse 
side effects arising from the deindustrialization in the area. With fewer facilities 
to serve, there has been a decline in the availability and quality of necessary 
services and infrastructure required for Stella-Jones to operate. Some examples 
of these undesirable side effects include; decrease in railway service, lack of 
access road maintenance, numerous interruptions to services such as city water, 
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sewer system under the required capacity for the local area, increased traffic 
congestion, rising property values, increasing taxes, etc. 
With the continued trend of escalating property value in the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), and the re-development of industrial sites 
along the Fraser River, the current location of the Stella-Jones facility is 
becoming increasingly desirable for residential development, and increasingly 
undesirable as a location for heavy industrial use. As the land use conversion 
continues, Stella-Jones believes that at some point in time they may be faced 
with the need to discontinue operations at the current location in New 
Westminster. At such a time, Stella-Jones will be faced with the following three 
options, or a variation of these options: 
(1) Relocate to a new site, and build a new facility to replace the current plant. 
(2) Shift production from the current plant to other existing plants in different 
locations. 
(3) Exit the industry or industry segment without startup at another location. 
The objective of this study is to set out the framework for assessing the 
option for Stella-Jones to relocate the New Westminster operation to a new site, 
and continue to produce the same products required to service the same markets 
that are currently served from the New Westminster plant. Part of this study will 
be to develop a customized set of criteria which can be used to identify and 
evaluate candidate sites for a new facility. The relocation decision will require a 
tremendous capital investment, and therefore the intention will be to operate 
effectively in the new location for many years into the future. 
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Importance of the Study 
Current or future managers of the Stella-Jones' New Westminster wood 
preserving facility will benefit from the findings of this study. This study is not 
intended to be closely linked with any specific point in time or any particular 
economic situation. The study is anticipated to develop a framework which can 
be followed at some time in the future. It is intended to aid in the planning and 
decision making process if an opportunity or situation arises where the company 
is required to leave the current New Westminster location. However for the 
purpose of conducting this evaluation, there may be some references made to 
particular points in time or economic values, to serve as comparison points. 
These values or temporal statements should be assessed when using the 
framework, and updated to be relevant at the time of use. 
The value of having this framework for evaluating the relocation option is 
mostly time related. Without proper planning, Stella-Jones may not be able to 
react quickly enough to take advantage of a potential opportunity to benefit from 
relocating to a new site. Even worse, the company may be forced into a situation 
where they are required to act quickly, and do not have the opportunity to 
evaluate their options properly and make a good long-term decision on how to 
proceed. Knowing their next step before making it will hopefully allow Stella-
Jones to minimize their losses while maximizing their gains, and allow them to 
continue operations to serve customers through a smooth transition if the 
relocation decision is made. 
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Plan of Study 
A review of relevant literature will be conducted and presented in the next 
major section of this report. The literature review will be followed by a description 
of the framework methodology. The methodology section will focus on 
organizing the site assessment framework in such a way that it can be repeated 
in the future for the purposes of a bona fide plant location analysis. In addition, 
the methodology section will define processes for data collection and 
measurement, and methods for achieving both quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of the location problem. Following the methodology section will be the 
results and discussion, and the conclusion sections. In these sections the 
theoretical and practical implications of the study will be addressed, along with 
the limitations and recommendations for future use of the framework. Also 
reference will be made to additional research or analysis that should accompany 
this framework, to ensure that the decision maker can properly evaluate all 
options before deciding on a course of action . 
Assumptions and Scope of Study 
In an attempt to narrow the focus of this study and to minimize the 
complexity and interrelationships that exist with regard to the existing New 
Westminster site, some assumptions were necessary. For the purposes of this 
study, the following basic assumptions have been made: 
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• Domtar Inc. is the owner of the land, and any decision to leave the site 
would be subject to their agreement as per the terms of the long-term 
lease for the property. 
• Any rehabilitation of potentially contaminated soil or other material on the 
site (due to past operations) is the responsibility of Domtar Inc. 
• As per the terms of the property lease agreement; if Domtar were to sell 
the land, Stella-Jones would be entitled to request a "relocation" fee from 
Domtar, in exchange for violating the long-term lease. The value of the 
relocation fee is presently unknown, as the companies would need to be in 
agreement of the cost to rebuild an equivalent facility in a new location. 
• Stella-Jones Inc. is free to use funds received as a relocation fee however 
they choose (i.e.; not necessarily for the construction of a new facility). 
• At the time of this study; Stella-Jones was in the due diligence phase of a 
potential acquisition of Bell Lumber and Pole Company. For some of the 
assessments of shifting production to alternative facilities , the assumption 
will be made that the acquisition is eventually completed, and that the 
current Bell facilities become part of Stella-Jones' network of plants. 
• There are developers who are, or will be interested in purchasing this 
property. 
• All stakeholders will benefit if Stella-Jones can develop and execute a 
feasible relocation strategy. 
• At some point in the future, external pressures will eventually force Stella-
Jones to leave the current New Westminster site. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
LOCATION THEORY 
This literature review will serve as an outline of the evolution from early industrial 
location theory and its progression to some of the complex modern models, and 
research theories that have been developed in attempt to optimize new business 
locations. Location theory or location strategy is one of the most important 
strategic decisions made by companies (Heizer and Render, 1999). Location 
theory explains how businesses determine location decisions. Literature 
pertaining to location theory can be classified into several groups. These 
theoretical groups are; least cost orientation, central place theory, the theory of 
comparative advantage, and general theories of business location (Hamilton, 
2004). The location decision often depends on the type of business. For 
industrial location decisions the strategy is usually minimizing costs, whereas for 
retail and professional service organizations, the strategy focuses on maximizing 
revenue. Warehouse location strategy, however may be driven by a combination 
of cost and speed of delivery. In general , the objective of location strategy is to 
maximize the benefit of location to the firm (Heizer and Render, 1999). 
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Weber's Least Cost Location Theory 
Alfred Weber was one of the early writers on location theory. He devised an 
industrial location theory in 1909, which was translated into English in 1929 
(Hamilton, 2004). Hamilton (2004) cited Chapman and Walker's (1987) summary 
of Weber's work as follows: 
Weber taught us to think about the distinction between material and 
market oriented industries. He recognized that materials used by a 
manufacturing plant were located at specific points, and that the cost of 
bringing them to a plant could well be sufficient to encourage the plant to 
be placed near them instead of themselves being transported. This 
depends on the nature of the materials, which Weber categorized as: 
Ubiquities- found at a similar cost everywhere 
Local Materials - found at specific points 
a) Pure: whole weight enters into the final product 
b) Gross: part of the weight is wasted in production 
Weber formulated that an industry should be located where the 
transportation costs of raw materials and final product is a minimum. He singled 
out two special cases. In one the weight of the final product is less than the 
weight of the raw material going into making the product. This is the weight 
losing case (Figure 2) . In the other the final product is heavier than the raw 
materials that require transport. Usually this is a case of some ubiquitous 
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(everywhere available) raw material such as water being incorporated into the 
product. This is called the weight-gaining case (Figure 3) (Watkins, 2006). 
Webe.'s Weight-Losing Case 
Unit Cost 
(Transp) 
Source Market 
Weber's Weight-Losing Case 
Unrt Cost 
(Transp) 
Source Processing 
Location 
Market Processing 
Location 
(A) L--------------' (B)....__ _______ ___,~ 
Figure 2. Weber's weight-losing case (adapted from Watkins, 2006). 
In figure 2(A) the processing plant is located somewhere between the 
source of raw materials and the market. The increase in transport cost to the left 
of the processing plant is the cost of transporting the raw material from its 
source. The rise in the transportation cost to the right of the processing plant is 
the cost of transporting the final product. Note the line on the left of the 
processing plant has a steeper slope than the one on the right. In figure 2(8) the 
processing plant is moved closer to the source of raw material. Note that the 
transport cost of the final product delivered to the market is lower than in the 
previous location. The lowest possible transportation cost for the product 
delivered to market would occur when the processing plant is located at the 
source of the raw material (Watkins, 2006). 
Similar theory as applied to the trends in figure 2 (weight-losing case), is 
employed in the trends illustrated in figure 3(A) and 3(8). In Weber's weight-
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gaining case , lower transportation costs are realized as the processing plant is 
located closer to the market. 
Weber's Weight-Gaining Case 
Un~ Cost 
(Transp] 
Source Processing 
Location 
Market 
(A) L.,____ ______ ____. 
Weber's Weight-Gaining Case 
Unit Cost 
(Transp] 
Source Processing Market 
Locotion 
(B) L-------------' 
Figure 3. Weber's weight-gaining case (adapted from Watkins, 2006). 
The other variable Weber considered in his least cost location theory was 
labor. In this section of the theory, Weber points out that decisions vary in wage 
levels and the cost effectiveness of the workforce , and that these variations are 
geographically fixed (Hamilton, 2004). 
Weber's theory of transport and labor cost minimization is illustrated in an 
example produced by Chapman and Walker (1987) (Figure 4) . In this example 
with the assumption that point 'C' is the lowest cost transport location , and point 
'L' is a particularly cheap labor location with a savings of 25 cents per unit of 
production in comparison with C's labor costs. One can draw a critical isodapane 
(CI1) showing extra transport cost of 25 cents per unit. If L is outside that line, it 
is cheaper to stay at C. On the other hand, if labor savings were one dollar per 
unit and Cb were the critical isodapane, production would be cheaper at L. Other 
location factors could be analyzed in the same way, but the analysis clearly 
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depends on the assumption that these costs are locationally fixed at a particular 
place (Hamilton, 2004). 
Figure 4. Weber's use of critical isodapanes (from Chapman and Walker, 
1987). 
Central Place Theory 
The central place theory of Christaller ( 1933) and Losch ( 1940) is one of 
the most widely studied models of retail location and market area patterns (South 
and Boots, 1999). Most researchers and developers of location theories and 
location models have incorporated some degree of basis in central place theory. 
Like Webber's location theory, the central place theory is quite basic, and may 
not be directly applicable in practice. However the general concept is of value 
and worth mentioning. The basis of the central place theory as summarized by 
Berry (1967) is: 
Assume that identical consumers, distributed at uniform densities over an 
unbound plain, can move freely in any direction they choose over this 
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plain. A retailer wants to sell good x; he offers it to consumers at a given 
price p. However, it costs consumers mt to visit the store to purchase the 
good (m is the number of miles they live from the store, tis the transport 
cost per mile) , so the actual price paid by any consumer is p + mt. Every 
consumer has a demand curve for good x such that as price increases, he 
consumes less of it (Figure 5). This demand curve is the same for each 
consumer. At price p, q1 will be consumed, and at price p+mt (the price 
the consumer pays at distance m), the quantity consumed will be q2. 
Thus, a consumer living next to the retailers store will consume q1, but 
because the consumer m miles from the store must pay mt in travel 
expense, the amount he consumes will be only q2. Amounts consumed, 
then are a function of price to the consumer at his place of residence. 
Range "r" is the maximum distance people will travel to purchase goods 
and services. 
.... 
VI 
0 
v 
p 
DISTANCE 
p +rl 
p+ ml - -----
w 
v 
"' 0.. 
Figure 5. Price to the consumer increases with distance (from Berry 1967). 
The central place theories have some criticisms due to the number of 
simplifying assumptions as noted by South and Boots (1999) and Parr and 
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Denike (1970). In their theoretical systems both Losch (1940) and Christaller 
(1933) made the following assumptions, either explicitly or implicitly: a) a 
homogenous plain with a uniform rural population ; b) a system of f.o.b. pricing , 
[i .e., the consumer pays the price at the point of production (the f.o.b. price) , plus 
the cost of transportation to the consumer's location]; c) an identical demand by 
all consumers at any real price (i.e., the f.o .b. price plus the appropriate 
transportation cost); d) no institutional or legal restrictions on the entry of 
producers into the market (Parr and Denike, 1970). 
General Theories of Business Location 
In Melvin Greenhut's (1956) book, he examined the transition from the 
purely competitive approach of the nineteenth and early twentieth-century 
theorists, to a more modern locational framework. Most reflections on plant 
location overemphasized the locational importance of the transport and 
processing cost factors. This failure has been noted and fought by recent 
writers, so that no longer is the Weberian assumption of a given price and a 
constant demand a valid one for locational analysis. Rather, the demand has 
become a variable , dependent upon freight costs, contacts , and the location of 
other producers (Greenhut, 1956). Several attempts have been made to 
disaggregate the influence of costs and demand upon plant location. The factors 
of location (Table 1) may almost be regarded as checklists for those making 
location decisions (Chapman and Walker, 1991 ). Greenhut (1956) maintained 
that locating factors are divisible into three groups: 1) demand, 2) cost, and 3) 
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purely personal considerations. The demand and cost determinants are 
influential in all site-selections. The personal considerations, which partially 
determine the demand for a good or its cost of production , apparently influence 
many small plant locations and are included with the demand or cost factors, as 
the case may be. The personal considerations of the psychic income [non-
monetary satisfaction] type appear effective in the site selection of some small 
firms. 
Table 1. Greenhut's locational factors (adopted from Greenhut, 1956). 
Demand factors 
1. The shape of a demand curve for a given product 
2. The location of competitors, which in turn partially determine 
(a) the magnitude of the demand 
(b) the cross-elasticity of demand at different places 
3. The significance of proximity, type of service, and speed of service 
4. Prejudices of consumers 
5. The relationship between personal contacts and sales . 
6. The extent of the market area, which itself is partially determined by cost 
factors and pricing policies 
7. The competitiveness of the industry in location and price; certainty and 
uncertainty. 
Cost factors 
1. The shape of a demand curve for a given product 
(a) the rent of the land 
(b) the tax on land 
(c) the availability of capital, which partially depends upon 
(i) the banking facilities and financial resources 
(ii) personal contacts 
(d) the cost of capital, which is also partially dependent upon 
(i) the banking facilities and financial resources . 
(ii) the type of climate 
(e) the insurance rates at different sites, which in turn partially depend 
upon 
(i) the banking facilities and financial resources 
(ii) the police and fire protection 
(iii) type of climate 
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(f) the cost of fuel and power, which is partially dependent upon 
(i) natural resources 
(ii) topography 
(iii) climate 
2. The cost of labor and management, which is influenced by 
(a) the health of the community, the park and educational facilities, 
housing facilities, wage differences, etc. 
3. The cost of materials and equipment, which is partially determined by 
(a) the location of competitors (sellers and buyers) 
(b) the price system in the supply area (fo.b. mill, equalizing or other 
forms of discriminatory delivered prices) 
(c) the extent of supply area, which in turn is partially dependent upon 
(i) personal contacts 
(ii) price policy 
4. The cost of transportation, which is partially determined by 
(a) the topography 
(b) the transport facilities 
(c) the characteristics of the product 
Purely personal factors 
1. The importance of psychic income (size of plant) 
2. Environmental preferences 
3. The security motive 
In addition to cost and demand factors, Greenhut (1956) distinguished a 
third broad category of what he termed "personal" factors. This reflected the 
findings of his empirical research which led him to recognize that many location 
factors did not fit conveniently into his economic categories. In fact he 
recognized that manufacturers received rewards other than financial ones, and 
suggested that one must consider their "psychic income", or non-monetary 
satisfaction. Numerous surveys have emphasized the importance of such 
considerations, and the existence of an attractive environment or climate may be 
decisive in the choice between two locations with similar economic attributes 
(Chapman and Walker, 1991 ). 
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The broad categories in Table 1 are useful and the actual importance of 
specific factors is an empirical question which many researchers have attempted 
to answer. Most studies involve asking decision makers within firms to indicate 
the importance (often by ranking) of individual location factors listed by the 
investigator, but others use relatively unstructured interviews to obtain 
information on the circumstances surrounding the choice of location. These 
interviews are then analyzed to reveal the most important variables. The 
existence of some location factors can be perceived to some firms as "musts" 
(Chapman and Walker, 1991 ), without which the site would not qualify as a 
potential consideration. 
Scale Factors 
Following Greenhut's (1956) development of the list of locational factors, 
other researchers such as Hamilton (1974); Chapman and Walker (1991); and 
Wheeler ( 1981) began to consider the effect scale has on how factors are 
interpreted. For example; whilst labor and market related factors are most 
important at the regional level , access to transport facilities is of primary concern 
in choosing between sites within a region. This distinction emphasizes the 
importance of scale factors in understanding industrial location (Chapmen and 
Walker, 1991). Wheeler (1981) also recognized there were different variables to 
be considered by large companies when establishing a branch for a national 
market, as opposed to smaller firms interested in regional or metropolitan 
markets. 
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In theory, location decisions may involve the sequential consideration of 
factors at successively more limited geographical scales (Chapman and Walker, 
1991). The categories of scale and number of scale levels vary somewhat from 
one researcher to another. Hamilton (1974) identifies four levels of scale; 
national , sub-national , regional , and local. Whereas Chapman and Walker 
(1991) identify four levels of scale as; international , regional , community, and 
site. However the concept and principle of sequentially evaluating and narrowing 
focus is common, regardless of how the units of measure are defined. An outline 
of the general model of this decision trace, as defined by Hamilton ( 197 4) is 
attached (Appendix 1). Chapman and Walker (1991) state that in practice this 
sequence of assessment is rarely followed in such a systematic way. 
International or even regional considerations may not be relevant to the small 
firm , whilst the demanding locational requirements of a major factory may 
severely limit the options available at the community or site level. 
Location Factors in Manufacturing 
The location decision often depends on the type of business. Industrial 
manufacturing location decisions are determined by a complex set of factors 
(Miller, 1970; Heizer and Render, 1999; Chase eta/. 2004 ). A particular place 
usually possesses both favorable and unfavorable conditions. The problem with 
locating an industrial plant becomes a question of finding a site where a sufficient 
number of favorable factors counter-balance disadvantageous ones. In reality, 
industrial location does not entail a unique place, but rather a broad region that 
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contains many places where a plant can exist in a sound economic environment. 
Further, economic conditions are dynamic so that favorable areas may lose their 
advantages and unfavorable areas gain advantages (Miller, 1970). Christensen 
and Drejer (2005) note that the main argument by researchers and authors is 
that different types of firms apply different criteria (factors) for making location 
decisions. Therefore it is of great importance that companies properly identify 
the location factors that are most relevant to their particular circumstances, and 
develop a method to properly evaluate those factors in order to determine the 
optimal location for their facility. 
LOCATION EVALUATION METHODS 
As a very broad generalization, locational research has been 
accomplished on two planes by two distinct groups of people, using two 
contrasting methods. First, following the lead primarily of Alfred Weber, 
economists have devoted much theoretical work to the development of the partial 
equilibrium approach, laid down the principles governing the initial location of 
new plants and industries, and have attempted to construct general equilibrium 
models. Second, geographers have produced largely descriptive or analytical 
surveys endeavoring to explain the geographic distribution of particular industries 
at the local , regional, national and international levels (Hamilton, 1974). 
As stated by Chapman and Walker (1991 , P. 51), "It is one thing to identify 
location factors, quite another to evaluate their significance in the decision 
making process". Chapman and Walker (1991) also note that relatively few 
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location factors are listed in most empirical studies, despite the diversity of 
potential influences identified by Greenhut (1956) (Table 1 ). However this is not 
surprising , given the complexity of the problem which involves the simultaneous 
consideration of the many variables Greenhut's (1956) list demonstrates 
(Chapman and Walker, 1991). 
Facility Location Models 
There is a vast literature available regarding the formulation and 
development of location models and theories. Operations research practitioners 
have developed a number of mathematical programming models to represent a 
wide range of location problems. Several different objective functions have been 
formulated to make such models amenable to numerous applications; many of 
the problems require integer programming formulations (Owen and Daskin, 
1998). 
Theoretical formulations, progressively refined , can give assistance to a 
better understanding of location and spatial economic study. Theories and 
models derived from existing patterns can be applied to the situation of individual 
industries, plants or areas. Each of the numerous possible relevant variables 
can be analyzed in isolation, or in a series of combinations with other variables, 
to enable valid conclusions to be drawn and informed decisions made. For some 
geographers the development of such theories or models represents the chief 
task of economic geography at the present time (Estall and Buchanan, 1980). 
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Attempts to make locational models conform more closely to reality, have 
necessarily meant the introduction if a greater number of variables. The large 
number of variables has therefore added to the complexity of the problem and to 
the difficulty of constructing a satisfactory model (Estall and Buchanan , 1980). 
The computational hurdle posed by complex facility location formulations has, 
until recently, limited most research in this area to static, deterministic problems. 
In these problems, all inputs (such as demands, distances, and travel times) are 
taken as known quantities, and outputs are specified as one-time decision 
values. While such problems can provide planners with insight about general 
location selection, they are not able to adequately model the uncertainties 
inherent in making real-world strategic decisions (Owen and Daskin , 1998). 
A major disadvantage of using a simplified version of something complex 
(model) to analyze and solve problems, or make predictions lies in the 
divorcement from real-world conditions. Inclusion of all relevant variables into 
any one formula is obviously immensely difficult, while the necessity to make 
explicit simplifying assumptions prior to developing a theory at any level, 
interposes a further barrier between the theory and real world. Thus one 
assumption common to several models has been that the company seeks to 
maximize its income - an assumption which is not always valid, since other types 
of satisfaction may be sought. Other assumptions commonly used in locational 
theories and models include postulations regarding such things as; transport 
costs, nature and quality of the labor force, the conditions of demand and price, 
the level of technology, the scale of production , spatial conditions for production 
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and consumption , etc. Thus all formulations apply to a world which is partly 
factual , partly assumed, and they can be valid only to the extent to which value 
judgments, especially behavioral patterns are valid (Estall and Buchanan , 1980). 
Breheny and Foot (1986) (cited in Hall , 1997) note that modeling fell out of favor 
in the 1970's due to general disenchantment with the rational-comprehensive 
model of planning and has not since regained the prestige it enjoyed in the 
1950's and 1960's. Location modeling research activity seems to have increased 
throughout the late 1990's with the availability of high-speed personal computers 
and programs, capable of processing large volumes of information required for 
these complex problems. 
Although enormous advances have been made toward minimizing the 
complex time and uncertainty characteristics of real-world problems with 
programming models, Owen and Daskin (1998) concluded that more research is 
needed to improve the ability for models to deal with the more complex and 
realistic problems. 
Several models were reviewed in the literature which ranged from models 
attempting to optimize locations for a wide variety of facilities, including; 
undesirable or semi-obnoxious facilities such as waste and recycling facilities, 
landfills, chemical plants, police and fire stations, incinerators, power plants, etc. 
The commonality between the various models, such as those by; Klose and 
Drexl (2005); ReVelle and Eiselt (2005) ; Berman eta/. (2003) ; Ohsawa and 
Tamura (2003); Diaz and Fernandez (2002); Melachrinoudis and Min (2000) ; 
Plastria and Carrizosa (1999); Brimberg and Juel (1998) ; and Bornstein and 
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Azlan (1998) among others; is that they are all extremely complicated 
(mathematically driven) , and designed for very specific situations (there were no 
examples of adaptable general models). Also , the authors in recognizing the 
underlying assumptions used in their models; usually recommend further study 
was required to further the development or application of their models. 
Systematic or Bayesian Approach 
Scientific inquiry is an iterative process of integrating accumulating 
information. Investigators assess the current state of knowledge regarding the 
issue of interest, gather new data to address remaining questions, and then 
update and refine their understanding to incorporate both new and old data. 
Bayesian inference provides a logical , quantitative framework for this process 
(ISBA, 2006). Carroll and Dean (1980) use Bayesian theory to approach plant 
location problems (Figure 6). In the final analysis, the Bayesian approach to 
searching and making decisions must be seen as a method for coping with the 
uncertainty that plagues real-world location problems (Carroll and Dean, 1980). 
The firm carries out the plant search by following a well defined spatial 
hierarchy of location characteristics. Different criteria are used to select key 
spatial components (i.e., region , sub-region, community, and site) in the search 
process. 
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Figure 6. Bayesian approach framework to plant location search and decision 
strategy for a firm (adapted from Chase eta/., 2004; Carroll and Dean, 1980). 
As paraphrased from Carroll and Dean ( 1980) the Bayesian process is 
described as follows, using manufacturing firm XYZ as an example; 
The plant search begins with the marketing region , which is usually a group of 
states or provinces in North America, or a group of countries overseas. XYZ 
has found that by establishing relatively broad marketing regions it can 
always find a few "low-cost" plant sites in the region. As a result, the 
achievement of a certain target rate of return on plant investment depends 
largely on market potential and market share in the region. If a region 
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promises favorable sales opportunities and the expanded output cannot be 
efficiently produced with existing plants, a search will begin for the best sub-
region within the region. At the sub-region level , however, attention is no 
longer focused on sales revenues, but on operating costs and business 
climate. In particular, emphasis is placed on such factors as state or 
provincial tax structures, environmental standards for plant operations, and 
those programs such as labor training. The final steps are to select the 
community and site upon which to build the plant. In order to increase the 
likelihood of finding low-cost sites, a large number of communities are 
evaluated. A shortlist of five to ten communities should be selected for on-
site visits , with final selection of community and plant site depending on such 
factors as local wage rates, land acquisition, and plant development costs, 
quality and availability of public services, and access to transportation routes. 
While many variations of the above framework are possible, the basic 
requirement of the Bayesian approach is that individuals and institutions learn 
from their experience in a consistent manner. The intent of this approach is to 
bridge the gap between theoretical generality and empirical specificity by 
providing a Bayesian model of the plant location decision process (Carroll and 
Dean, 1980). It is also noted on the ISBA (2006) website that the pragmatic 
advantages of the Bayesian approach are the reason for its adoption in a rapidly 
growing variety of fields. Bayesian modeling methods provide natural ways for 
people in many disciplines to structure their data and knowledge, and they yield 
direct and intuitive answers to the practitioner's questions. 
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General Methods of Evaluating Location Alternatives 
Several more general techniques in macro analysis of facility location 
problems are often identified in operations management text books (Chase et al. 
2004; Heizer and Render 1999). Some of the most commonly identified are; the 
factor-rating system, locational break-even analysis, transportation method of 
linear programming, center-of-gravity or centroid method, among others. Most of 
these general methods serve to either minimize or maximize various things such 
as cost, distance, revenue, volume, etc., much the same as their names indicate. 
These methods often form the basis on which many of the more complex facility 
location models discussed in the previous sections are built. 
To avoid unnecessary replication of previously discussed concepts, only a 
brief description of the factor-rating system will be given. Factor-rating systems 
are perhaps the most widely used of the general location techniques, because 
they provide a mechanism to combine diverse factors in an easy to understand 
format (Chase eta/. 2004). 
There are many factors, both qualitative and quantitative, to consider in 
choosing a location. Some of these factors are more important than others, so 
managers can use weightings to make the decision process more objective. The 
factor-rating method is popular because a wide variety of factors, from education 
to recreation to labor skills, can be objectively included (Heizer and Render, 
1999). By way of example, a refinery assigned the following range of point 
values to major factors affecting a set of possible sites (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Example of factor point range for a refinery (from Chase eta/. 2004) . 
Fuels in region 
Power availability and reliability 
Labor climate 
Living conditions 
Transportation 
Water supply 
Climate 
Supplies 
Tax policies and laws 
The factor-rating system has six steps: 
RANGE 
o to 330 
o to 200 
o to 100 
o to 100 
oto 50 
Oto10 
oto 50 
oto 60 
o to 20 
1. Develop list of relevant factors (such as those in Table 2) 
2. Assign a weight to each factor to reflect its relative importance in 
the company's objectives. 
3. Develop a scale for each factor (for example 0 to 10, or 0 to 100 
points) . 
4. Have management score each location for factor using the scale in 
step 3. The score is simply a relative ranking of factors , and the 
exact score value is of no meaning, other than to provide an 
indication of the relative importance of factors. 
5. Multiply the score by the weights for each factor and total the score 
for each location . 
6. Make a recommendation based on the maximum point score, 
considering the results of quantitative approaches as well. 
When a decision is sensitive to minor changes, further analysis of either 
the weighting or the points assigned may be appropriate. Alternatively, 
management may conclude these intangible factors are not the proper criteria on 
which to base a location decision. Managers therefore place primary weight on 
the more quantitative aspects of the decision (Heizer and Render, 1999). 
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METHODOLOGY 
OVERVIEW 
The purpose of this section is to present the unit of analysis, system of 
approach, design rationale, and data analysis procedure for the proposed 
framework for location assessment. Information and techniques described in the 
literature coupled with information and experience knowledge from Stella-Jones 
records and employees, have been assembled to create and verify a suitable 
framework design for assessing potential locations for a new facility. Even 
though the current facility is operating profitably and is at or close to capacity, the 
new analysis will begin with a broad scope to re-assess the location rational at all 
levels of scale, as a company would do if they were starting fresh without an 
existing operation in the area. However, the advantage being that Stella-Jones 
already has experience participating in this market which allows them to be more 
confident in the information they provide and receive from the assessment. 
The framework structure presented in this methodology section will be 
tested in a theoretical location evaluation, to ensure that it is able to provide for a 
structured analysis of the information. However it is not practical to conduct a 
complete location evaluation, as a true location analysis would require the 
establishment of a formal evaluation committee. It would also require several 
hundreds of hours to complete, along with extensive travel throughout the 
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locations under evaluation, and many meetings and discussions with various 
stakeholders involved. A truly proper review must be conducted by the company, 
only at such a time as when they are ready to react to the outcome of the 
analysis. Conducting such an analysis will have a substantial investment of both 
time and money, for the company and possibly other stakeholders involved. 
Therefore, for the purposes of this exercise only a theoretical trial-run will be 
conducted. 
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FRAMEWORK DESIGN 
As stated earlier, the objective of this study is to design a framework to 
assess the opportunity for Stella-Jones to relocate the New Westminster wood 
preserving operation to a new site, and continue to produce the specialty 
products required to service the same North American industrial markets that are 
currently being served from the New Westminster plant. The intent is that this 
framework will be adaptable in a temporal sense, so that it can be kept by the 
company as an information source until such time it is needed. Therefore the 
design of the framework must be easy to use, transparent, and extremely 
practical with few assumptions. One of the greatest challenges in location 
analysis is dealing with the varied nature, quality, and availability of the 
information required to assess various location factors. The information related 
to the assessment of location factors are often; non-quantifiable, subjective, 
estimations, etc. This makes it very difficult to use the location factors in a 
general fashion. Therefore the framework must also be capable of adapting to 
inputs of various types and quality. 
The methodology adapted for this project includes an assemblage of 
approaches from the reviewed literature, with the "backbone" of the framework 
being the systematic Bayesian approach as outlined in figure 6 and the 
associated text. The approach incorporates the important concept of "scale level 
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evaluation", which was also identified by Hamilton (1974); Chapman and Walker 
(1991); and Wheeler (1981). The framework also includes an assessment of 
Weber's least cost location theory, and a combination of the underlying principles 
from Greenhut's (1956) location factors and the factor-rating system incorporated 
into each level of scale throughout the evaluation. Practical and/or financial 
information from Stella-Jones' operating experience has been incorporated into 
the framework at scale levels where appropriate to validate and form decisions 
when conducting the analysis. The developed framework design (Figure 7), 
allows the flexibility to include cost analysis or other calculations to validate or 
generate useful information, which will aid in the decision making process at 
each level. 
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RAW MATERIAl SUPPLY 
LOCATION 
Relevant cost calculations 
and other criteria 
- Are there other existing f----1\ 
tteatlng faclll tkls In the ragiM? \-----f 
- tr so. conduct a feasibility 
analysis on moving production 
to e><istlng raclftty 
Relevant cost calculations 
and other criteria 
Relevant cost calculabons 
and other crkeria 
SITE SPECIFlC QUALIFIERS 
can the site be purchased. and for a 
reasonable price? 
Can the site be zooed lor irdustrial? 
can environmental permits be obtained? 
Is the total cost or development are 
construction feasible? 
Conduct a feasibili ty study tor the projec1 
including operating costs before 
purchasing. 
Conduct hands-oo detailed assessment 
of site for geology, topography, 
drainage, etc. 
REGION 
(Level1) 
SUB-REGION 
(Levet2) 
COMMUNITY 
(Level3) 
SITE 
(Lavel4) 
DETERMINE 
WHETHER SITE IS 
SUITABLE OR NOT 
DISTRIBUTION OF 
MARKET LOCATIONS 
LOCAnON FACTORS 
• Must heve major 1-ighway conidors 
• Must heve railway ttanspotUition 
• Minimize total transportation costs 
'OTHERS 
LOCAnON FACTORS 
• Access to 111ilway transportation 
• Access to highway transportation 
• Minimize transportation cost 
• Topography (imlt barriers) 
• Minimize political boundaries to raw material 
now (ex: dUlles ex expon bans) 
• WeiJther petterns 
• Awareness of local environmental regulations 
• Proximity to ocean pcxt 
'OTHERS 
LOCATION FACTORS 
• Aocess to feeder railway or close proximity 
to local railway Interchange yards 
• Availability ol remote ex heall)l industrial areas. 
• Community prionties and pohcies 
• Avaiabillty of workforce 
• Local service suppcxt Industries 
• Pro-lrdustry local decision makers (ex : City 
CouncH) 
• Avaiability ol public sernces 
• Local tax rate 
'OTHERS 
LOCAnON FACTORS 
• Must be adjacent to rail 
• Must be sui1able dis1ance !rom resid811tial. etc. 
• Must have access to nat. gas, electric, water, 
and sewer 
• Must have an adequately sized lot 
• Muso be able to operate without offending 
neighbours (noise, dust, smell , etc). 
• Loca:ed on roadway without weight restrictions 
' Not located near streams. wetlands, or other 
sensitive areas 
• Presence of natural buffers surrounding site 
• Minimcze semi-obnoxious attributes of 
opellltions 
• Strategic (convenierlt) location 
• Unlikely encroachment on surTOundlng sii&S 
'OTHERS ... 
If YES - Begin planning and development 
If NO - Re-evaluate location assessment 
Figure 7. Illustration of proposed location evaluation framework. 
The following sections will describe the various components of the 
framework, and how they function in the application of the framework. 
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Raw Material Analysis 
For wood preserving operations, the basic raw material is wood. 
Specifically at the New Westminster operation the raw material is mainly large 
dimension poles, pilings, sawn timbers and railway ties, made from coastal 
species such as Douglas fir , western hemlock and western red cedar. In the 
application of the above framework, one of the first items to be considered is the 
location of the raw material supply source. Other major input materials to the 
manufacturing process should also be considered in a similar fashion , such as 
wood preservatives and preservative components. 
As described in Weber's least cost location theory, consideration must be 
given to the nature, cost and accessibility of the required raw materials and major 
input materials. In doing this the company must examine the following: 
• Distribution of the raw material across the geographic landscape (i.e. 
ubiquity vs. local material) . 
• Cost and availability of raw material from the various sources, or 
combination of sources. 
• Cost of transporting raw material and the cost of transporting finished 
products per unit of distance (i.e. pure material vs. gross material). 
• Constraints to transporting raw materials from one area to another (e.g. 
government restrictions to exporting or importing raw logs across political 
borders). 
Results and sensitivities to the above analysis will help define the 
importance of the manufacturing facility location in relation to the raw material 
source(s) . Weber's basic principles will aid in this assessment. 
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Market Location Analysis 
Similar to the analysis of the raw material distribution, one of the other 
primary requirements for input into the framework is a thorough understanding of 
the market served by the operation. There are several aspects of the market 
which must be considered. Some of the main considerations in the broad scale 
market analysis include: 
• Geographic distribution of the market, along with consideration of any 
expected future changes or evolution of this distribution. 
• Size of the total market and individual market components, also 
considering any expected future changes or evolution of the size of the 
various market components. 
• Competitive nature of each market area, including current and future 
expected threats and/or opportunities. 
• Cost of shipping finished material to each market area. 
• Product pricing levels in each market area. 
The information for the market analysis will come from various sources, 
however much information and trends can be obtained from historical company 
data, along with the knowledge and experience of company employees. As 
indicated, it is also important to consider the future aspects of market dynamics, 
and how sensitive the location decision would be to those changes. 
Transportation Network Analysis 
The transportation network analysis consists of both the various types of 
transportation modes, and their location with respect to the raw material 
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source(s) and the market(s). The transportation networks serve as the important 
link between the location of the raw material source and the market location. The 
objective is to determine the best location along the transportation network to 
construct the manufacturing facility. The first step in this approach is to use the 
combined information from the raw material analysis and the market analysis to 
identify the region of economically feasible locations along the network. This 
broadly defined area of potential economic feasibility will be defined as the 
"regional" level of scale. Further analysis will systematically evaluate locations 
within the defined region , based on other constraining objectives. 
Scale Levels 
The scale levels provide a means for systematic evaluation of locations, 
progressing from a very broad regional level down to a group of individual sites. 
There are specific constraints and requirements (in the form of location factors) 
at each level of scale that filter out unsuitable areas of location, and eliminate 
them from further assessment at more detailed levels of scale. 
As mentioned in the literature review, the levels of scale can be defined in 
a manner deemed most appropriate for the case at hand. It is important to 
design the evaluation of location factors at each scale based on the attributes 
most relevant to the industry, and type of facility being evaluated. Location 
factors will vary significantly from one industry or facility to the next. In this 
particular evaluation, four levels of scale will be used. The levels of scale will be 
defined as follows: 
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1. Regional (level 1 ): area identified through broad market 
identification and distribution, coupled with raw material supply-area 
identification, and the transportation corridors connecting supply to 
markets. 
2. Sub-regional (level 2): area is defined as being the low-cost area 
within the region, while meeting the prerequisites of other sub-
regional level location factors and constraints. 
3. Community (level 3): towns or communities are identified within 
the sub-region for their potential to meet the minimum location 
factor requirements for the facility. 
4. Site (level 4): final level of detail in the location assessment. The 
site will be any qualifying piece of property that can be purchased 
and developed with the new plant infrastructure. 
It is very likely that the search may diverge, as the company begins to 
conduct the assessment through the four levels of scale. The meaning of this 
divergence is, for example; as the framework user assesses the potential 
communities from the sub-regional scale, it may be found that two different 
communities are equally likely to offer a feasible solution to the location search. 
The same thing could happen at any of the four levels. If this happens, the user 
should follow through with the remaining scale assessments for each path of the 
divergence until failure (unable to sufficiently satisfy the required site factors) , or 
until a feasible potential site is identified. In the final site assessment stage, it is 
best to have multiple potential sites to choose from . This approach prevents a 
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particular community or land owner from obtaining a strong bargaining position 
with respect to land prices or local subsidies. Maintaining multiple site options at 
the final stage also tends to reduce the time involved in negotiating the 
particulars of land acquisition and facility development, since alternative locations 
are available if negotiations with one community (or land owner) reach and 
impasse (Carroll and Dean, 1980). 
Location Factors 
Particular emphasis must placed on making thorough evaluations of 
location factors at each successive level of scale in order to limit the scope of the 
problem as much as possible, before proceeding to the next level of scale-
evaluation. Factors will be assessed first to determine which ones are "musts", 
and then all other factors will be ranked in order of importance. Must-factors will 
be absolute requirements for a location area to qualify as potential. Without the 
full complement of the must-factors present at any scale of analysis, the area 
fails to qualify for further evaluation, and thus should be omitted. While the 
factor-rating system is used to attempt to assign a quantitative measure to non-
quantifiable (or difficult to quantify) factors, it is important to remember that these 
factor-ratings are still simply a semi-arbitrary score used only to rank factors by 
importance. The user of the ranked factors should not treat the ran kings as 
absolute (unless it is a "must-factor"), and should look for trade-offs in 
combinations of factors. This is the main reason why it is difficult to design a 
general model or linear programming model for location assessments. The 
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process is highly qualitative and subjective, and will almost always require an 
objective analysis to ensure that the best location and industry specific decisions 
are made. Future considerations for each factor must also be contemplated in 
the evaluation process, as desirable factors and/or present location conditions 
will change over time. With the relative ranking of factors being such an 
important part of the evaluation process, it is crucial that much effort be put into 
developing a complete set of factors , along with conducting a thorough 
evaluation of their ranking (importance) and interrelationships. Factors may be 
quantified in many different ways, depending on the nature of the factor. Some 
factors such as tax rate may be quantified by its dollar value, whereas other 
factors may be more subjective, such as proximity to sensitive areas, where 
there is a more subjective or relative evaluation. The subjective evaluations will 
be required in situations where the nature or quality of the information is not 
easily measured , and/or is simply valued in relation to the other locations being 
evaluated. While this seems like a "less than ideal" system, it is the reality of the 
situation, and stresses the importance of having a good evaluation team in place 
to perform the task in the interests of finding the best location available. 
Factor determination should involve input from all levels of management 
and all departments in the company, thereby ensuring a complete list of location 
factors is developed. Factors and their relative importance will change over time 
and over space, and therefore must be developed or updated at the time of 
evaluation. Specific weighting of factors becomes more detailed as the scale 
progresses from region to site. At the region level there may only be a few 
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"must" factors (used to define the broad area), but as the scale progresses to the 
site level, a long and ever-more detailed list of specific location-factors develops. 
A partial list of location factors that may be of relevance to an industrial wood 
preserving operation is attached (Figure 8). 
• Labor availability (skilled and unskilled) 
• Labor productivity 
• Labor rates 
• Transport facilities (truck, railway, water, etc.) 
• Utilities (gas, water, sewer, electricity, etc.) 
• Market accessibility (cost and time required to service market) 
• Supply accessibility (cost and time required to assemble materials of 
production) 
• Taxes 
• Dispersion tendencies (the degree to which firms try to locate new 
facilities away from other facilities for various reasons) 
• Environmental permitting (federal, provincial, municipal) 
• Environmental regulations 
• Political and business climate 
• Size of potential site (must be large enough) 
• Topography (flat) 
• Climate 
• Proximity to water bodies 
• Proximity to residential and/or other development 
• Availability of service industries (contractors, parts stores, etc.) 
• Presence of Natural buffers surrounding site 
• Unlikely to be encroached upon 
• Soil type/geology 
• Not in close proximity to sensitive uses (lakes, streams, wetlands, etc.) 
Figure 8. List of location factors that may be determined relevant to an 
industrial wood preserving operation. 
Relevant Calculations 
At each level of scale, there may be some checks and balances that could 
take place which would either confirm or refute certain choices or beliefs. The 
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"relevant calculations" component of the framework is designed as an opportunity 
to bring flexibility and real-world related information or calculations into the 
evaluation. The exact use of this component is not defined, other than it should 
be used as an opportunity at each level of scale to provide meaningful 
information in the form of data, calculations, or otherwise, that will aid in the 
evaluation of the relevant variables at that particular scale level. The double 
arrow between the relevant calculations box and each level of scale in the 
framework design illustration (Figure 7) indicates that the information flow 
between these items is flexible. It is the choice of the user of the framework to 
determine what type of calculation or information can be used in each situation to 
provide the most benefit to the evaluation. 
Site-Specific Qualifiers 
Once a list of sites meeting the criteria defined thus far in the framework is 
identified, the next stage consists of satisfying some site-specific qualifiers for 
each site. Similar to location factors, these qualifiers must be satisfied as part of 
the requirement to become a potential location for development. The qualifying 
criteria should be arranged such that the simple yes/no type criteria are 
addressed first, and increasing in detail and complexity as previous qualifiers are 
satisfied. This ensures that the analysis is conducted in the most cost effective 
and efficient way possible. Examples of site-specific qualifiers are: 
• Can the site be purchased for s reasonable price? 
• Is the site of the proper zoning and/or can it be re-zoned? 
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• Is the total cost of development and construction at this location feasible? 
• Can environmental permits be obtained? 
• Conduct a feasibility for the project, including operating costs, before 
purchasing 
• Conduct a "hands-on" detailed assessment of the site for suitability of 
such things as; geology, topography, drainage, etc. 
Many other qualifiers will usually exist, and some may be specific to a 
particular site. 
Decision Making and Course of Action 
With the results of completing the framework to this point, the user will be 
in a position to determine which, if any, site is most suitable for the facility. If a 
suitable site is determined, the company can proceed with purchasing the site 
and carry on with planning and development activities. If a suitable site is not 
found at this point, the users may decide to re-evaluate by proceeding through 
the framework again and modifying or changing location factors or other 
variables if necessary. 
The users may simply come to the conclusion that suitable site is not 
available at that time, or does not exist. If this turns out to be the case, the 
company will have to re-assess their overall strategy and take alternate action or 
do nothing. Some examples of alternate action could include; purchasing a 
competitor's operation capable of serving the necessary market; re-assess the 
option of shifting material flows to other existing company operations; waiting 
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until a suitable site location becomes available; or using technology or other 
means to mitigate factors or criteria that may be preventing the qualification of 
sites. 
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SITE-SCALE EVALUATION OF NEW WESTMINSTER LOCATION 
As an example of applying site-scale location factors to a real situation, an 
evaluation of the current New Westminster site was performed against the 
factors listed in figure 7. This comparison (Table 3) illustrates the level of 
favorable and unfavorable conformance to the stated location factors. In this 
evaluation the site fails to meet two of the five "must" factors, and fails to meet 
three of the additional five factors. Of the five factors with a favorable rating , 
three are only marginally favorable with notes indicating that the suitability of 
compliance with the factor is likely to worsen over time. 
This site is considered unacceptable in meeting the needs of the company 
into the future, mainly due to the failure to meet two "must" factors, along with the 
three others. In a site evaluation, this site would be disqualified and deemed 
unacceptable for further consideration. This reinforces the need for Stella-Jones 
to find a suitable replacement for this site , and shows how the ability of a site to 
meet the required location factors changes over time. 
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Table 3. Evaluation of the current New Westminster site against the necessary 
site-scale location factors. 
Location Factor "Must" Favorable Unfavorable Comments 
Factor 
Adjacent to railway. Yes X Quality and frequency of service is 
decreasing, but currently meets 
minimum standard. 
Suitable distance from No longer suitable distance from 
residential neighbours etc. Yes X neighbours, due to surrounding land 
use conversion from industrial to 
commercial and residential. 
Access to natural gas, Capacity of sewer and water is 
electricity, water, sewer Yes X marginally acceptable. Water is 
etc. frequently interrupted, and sewer 
discharge limits are in effect. 
Adequately sized lot. Yes X Lot size is sufficient. 
Able to operate without Yes X Occasional complaint regarding 
offending neighbours smell. 
(noise, dust, smell , etc). 
Located on roadway X No limitations to road access. 
without weight restrictions. 
Proximity to streams, 
wetlands, or other X Located on bank of Fraser River. 
sensitive areas. 
Presence of natural buffers Treed buffer along one side, but 
surrounding site. X exposed to a new road which 
overlooks the operation. 
Strategic (convenient) Location is convenient and strategic 
location. X relative to supply sources, markets 
and transportation networks. 
However traffic congestion is 
becoming an obstacle to access. 
Encroachment from X Encroachment is increasing rapidly. 
surrounding sites. 
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APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK 
The general framework with examples of relevant input factors and 
evaluations are illustrated (Figure 7 and Appendix Ill). This section will follow 
through the general process of a basic evaluation for Stella-Jones' location 
search, and demonstrate the process of progressing through the steps of this 
framework. It should be noted that this is only for example purposes and does 
not contain the full compliment of detailed factors and analysis that would be 
used in a real application. In a real application of the framework all of the input 
information and objectives of the company must be updated at the time of use, to 
ensure the best possible and most up-to-date results are achieved. This allows 
the framework to be representative of the must current and forward looking goals 
of the company. 
Regional Scale Assessment 
Weber formulated that industry should locate where transport costs of raw 
material and final product is a minimum. Therefore the broad level of scale 
(regional) will be determined based on a general scan of the geographic 
distribution of Stella-Jones' target markets, wood supply source locations, and 
the transportation networks connecting them. The intent of using only these 
three factors at this point is to keep the scope relatively large, while at the same 
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time trying to identify the geographic area where the cost combination of these 
three variables will be minimized. The other important point to note is that these 
three factors are basically constants; meaning Stella-Jones has no way to 
significantly change the geographic distribution of raw materials, transportation 
networks, or markets, and therefore must make the best use possible of what is 
provided. The other main reason for examining these factors first, is their relative 
significance in the overall cost equation. With the exception of the capital 
investment of the facility , whitewood (raw material) cost and transportation are 
two of the single largest cost variables in the final cost of goods sold and 
delivered to the market. The following table illustrates an example of the 
percentage cost breakdown of a treated pole, for the major costs that are 
location-sensitive (Table 4). Keep in mind that this is just an example for 
illustration purposes, and that the true cost breakdown of any particular product 
or product-order may vary significantly from this example. The actual cost 
breakdown depends on a large number of product variations, such as; length of 
wood, type of treatment, specifications, distance to final destination, seasoning of 
wood, etc. The intent of this table is to show the significance of the freight and 
wood cost components as a percentage of the total product cost. Approximately 
64 to 68% of the total cost of a delivered pole can be attributed to wood and 
transportation. 
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Table 4. Cost component percentages for wood and transportation from 
Canadian supply sources on Vancouver Island to average Canadian and US 
markets for a sample of treated pole shipments (source: Stella-Jones Inc., 2006). 
Cost Item 
Whitewood- Canadian sources 
Freight to New West from supply source 
Freight to average US market 
Freight to average Canadian market 
Percentage of Total Average Cost 
44% 
5% 
19% 
15% 
Note: The above percentages are approximations from a small sample of shipments, and may not be representative of 
overall production and shipments. They are presented for illustration purposes only, and should be accurately updated 
when actually performing a location analysis. 
Stella-Jones' product profile being produced from large heavy "gross" raw 
materials (wood), fits the description of Weber's "weight-losing case" (Figure 2, 
P. 11 ). The signifying attribute of products fitting this weight-losing scenario is; 
the raw material is more expensive to ship per unit of distance, than the finished 
product. This phenomenon is due in part to the mass of moisture content 
(water), contained within the wood cells when the products are in raw material 
form. Most of this water is removed during the processing stages at the plant. 
There is also mass lost due to a component of re-sizing and end-trimming of 
excess wood when manufacturing the finished product at the plant. The net 
result of removing the water, re-sizing and end-trimming is a loss of mass 
(weight) which translates to lower freight costs for the next stage of shipping. 
Therefore as Weber identifies, the facility should be located close to the raw 
material source in the weight-losing case. 
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Market Analysis 
The market served by the New Westminster facility is very diverse, and 
unlike the markets served by any of Stella-Jones' other plants, which are more 
stable and uniformly defined in proximity to each plant. The core market for the 
New Westminster plant is the industrial users of large wooden utility poles and 
large wooden construction pilings. The definition of "large" in this case refers to 
length and diameter; and is typically 50' to 125' in length for poles, and 40' to 
1 00' for pilings. The market for these products is essentially distributed 
throughout all parts of North America, and the demand is often project related so 
regular demand is hard to forecast for any particular customer. However, from 
year to year the average demand is relatively stable over the group of all 
customers in all geographic areas. Even though the plant serves markets all 
over North America , there are a few regions which are served more regularly, 
and on a continuous basis. Those areas are identified geographically in relation 
to the New Westminster plant (Figure 9). The red tinted areas are markets in 
Canada where regular demand is served, and the blue tinted areas identify some 
of the broadly defined regular US markets. 
It is important to note that the markets identified in figure 9 are only rough 
representations of the geographic distribution of some common product 
destinations, as well that the size of the outlined area is in no way related to the 
amount of product consumed in that area. The intent of the transportation routes 
(identified in yellow) is to show the major transportation corridors (highway and 
railway) in relation to the New Westminster plant. 
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Figure 9. Geographic distribution of the regular Canadian and US markets 
served by the New Westminster operation, along with the approximate 
arrangement of major transportation routes (railway, highway and ocean ferry) 
used to access each market. 
Wood Supply Location Analysis 
Wood supply location has a very significant impact on the analysis, due to 
the fact that wood is the single largest cost component in the production of Stella-
Jones' products, and also in consideration that the particular type of wood used 
to supply the target market is a "local material". Local material as defined by 
Weber, means that the raw material is only found at specific points. In North 
America, the target type of wood is only found in the coastal temperate 
rainforests of British Columbia, Washington State and Oregon (Figure 1 0). Most 
of Stella-Jones supply sources are located on Vancouver Island, where the 
company has exclusive access to poles and pilings produced from three peeling 
operations through formal contracts and partnerships. 
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Figure 10. Local wood supply area. Coastal temperate rainforests of the 
Pacific Northwest Canada and United States. 
Transportation Network Analysis 
The transportation systems are an important link in tying the supply of raw 
materials to the markets, especially for these oversize products. The large bulk 
and heavy weight of these products is such that they usually require specially 
configured trucks with pilot cars and/or long railcars with attached idler-cars to 
move these products from one location to another. The other mode which is 
sometimes used is water transportation. Often raw material shipments from 
Vancouver Island will be placed in the water in a boom, or on a barge and towed 
across Georgia Strait to the Fraser River and dewatered at the New Westminster 
plant. However, most raw material is shipped on truck and crosses from 
Vancouver Island by ferry. 
Finished products leaving the New Westminster plant to market can be 
shipped on rail or truck. Normally Canadian shipments to Manitoba and west are 
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shipped by truck, and shipments to Ontario and east go on railcars. In the US, 
other than Washington and Oregon States, almost all shipments are transported 
by rail. Thus it is very important that any new facility be located where access to 
major rail and highway corridors is readily available. 
Regional Scale Defined 
The area of regional scale was defined through the examination of the 
market(s), transportation corridors, and raw material supply location. The raw 
material supply location had a significant influence in determining the location of 
the region , as it is a non-ubiquitous gross local material. The market is 
distributed such that it could potentially be served from one of several centrally 
located regions, where there is access to a suitable diversity of transportation 
networks to access supply and markets efficiently. With this possibility in mind, 
an assessment was made to quantify the value of having the facility location in 
close proximity to the raw material source. At the same time, calculations were 
performed to evaluate whether the markets could be effectively served from one 
of Stella-Jones' two other facilities in Western Canada (Prince George, BC and 
Carseland (Calgary) , AB). 
Making the assumption that the manufacturing costs at Prince George and 
Carseland would be equal to New Westminster's costs; an analysis was made of 
the total transportation costs from the supply source to markets for each of the 
three facilities. For illustration purposes the analysis was completed based on 
New Westminster's 2005 sales of one product group (pentachlorophenol treated 
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Douglas fir poles). However, in the case of a true location assessment the user 
should evaluate several years of data for all product groups produced. 
Table 5 (A, 8, C). Comparison of the total transportation cost from the supply 
source to markets for three Stella-Jones facilities in Western Canada. 
A: New Westminster Plant 
Cost of Raw Material Cost of Product 
Destination No. of Units Freight to Plant Freight to Market Total Freight 
Alberta 100,000 $0.70 $3.50 $420,000 
British Columbia 8,000 $0.70 $1.00 $13,600 
Manitoba 20,000 $0.70 $2.40 $62,000 
Ontario 90,000 $0.70 $3.00 $333,000 
NWT 2,000 $0.70 $3.75 $8,900 
Alabama 10,000 $0.70 $3.20 $39,000 
Alaska 60,000 $0.70 $3.96 $279,600 
California 90,000 $0.70 $1.75 $220,500 
Colorado 135,000 $0.70 $2.10 $378,000 
Michigan 6,000 $0.70 $2.70 $20,400 
Minnesota 1,500 $0.70 $2.70 $5,100 
Missouri 4,000 $0.70 $3.10 $15,200 
New Hamshire 17,000 $0.70 $3.60 $73,100 
New York 10,000 $0.70 $3.80 $45,000 
Oregon 120,000 $0.70 $1 .60 $276,000 
Washington 42,000 $0.70 $1.40 $88,200 
715,500 $2,277,600 
Source: Stella-Jones Inc., 2006 
Note: values have been changed to protect the privacy of information 
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B: Prince George Plant 
Cost of Raw Material Cost of Product 
Destination No. of Units Freight to Plant Freight to Market Total Freight 
Alberta 100,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.00 $ 370,000 
British Columbia 8,000 $ 1.70 $ 1.00 $ 21 ,600 
Manitoba 20,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.40 $ 82,000 
Ontario 90,000 $ 1.70 $ 3.00 $ 423,000 
NWT 2,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.75 $ 8,900 
Alabama 10,000 $ 1.70 $ 4.20 $ 59,000 
Alaska 60,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.96 $ 279,600 
California 90,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.75 $ 400,500 
Colorado 135,000 $ 1.70 $ 3.10 $ 648,000 
Michigan 6,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.70 $ 26,400 
Minnesota 1,500 $ 1.70 $ 2.70 $ 6,600 
Missouri 4,000 $ 1.70 $ 3.25 $ 19,800 
New Hamshire 17,000 $ 1.70 $ 3.90 $ 95,200 
New York 10,000 $ 1.70 $ 3.90 $ 56 ,000 
Oregon 120,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.60 $ 516,000 
Washin~ton 42,000 $ 1.70 $ 2.40 $ 172,200 
715,500 $ 3,184,800 
Source: Stella-Jones Inc., 2006 
Note: values have been changed to protect the privacy of information 
C: Carseland Plant (Calgary, AB) 
Cost of Raw Material Cost of Product 
Destination No. of Units Freight to Plant Freight to Market Total Freight 
Alberta 100,000 $2 .00 $2.00 $400,000 
British Columbia 8,000 $2.00 $2.30 $34,400 
Manitoba 20,000 $2.00 $1.50 $70,000 
Ontario 90,000 $2.00 $2.00 $360,000 
NWT 2,000 $2.00 $3.75 $11 ,500 
Alabama 10,000 $2.00 $3.20 $52,000 
Alaska 60,000 $2.00 $3.96 $357,600 
California 90 ,000 $2.00 $2.00 $360,000 
Colorado 135,000 $2.00 $2.10 $553,500 
Michigan 6,000 $2.00 $1 .70 $22,200 
Minnesota 1,500 $2.00 $1.70 $5,550 
Missouri 4,000 $2.00 $2.20 $16,800 
New Hamshire 17,000 $2 .00 $2.80 $81 ,600 
New York 10,000 $2 .00 $2.80 $48,000 
Oregon 120,000 $2 .00 $2 .60 $552,000 
Washinston 42 ,000 $2.00 $2.40 $184,800 
715,500 $3,109,950 
Source: Stella-Jones Inc., 2006 
Note: values have been changed to protect the privacy of information 
Results of the evaluation are shown in three tables {Table 5A, 58 and 5C) , 
and reveal that there is a significant increase in total freight cost between the 
New Westminster location and the other two plants. The total freight would 
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increase by 40% or $907,200 if all product was to be produced at the Prince 
George, BC plant, and would increase by 37% or $832,350 if all product was to 
be produced at the Carseland , AB plant. These findings support Weber's 
formulation for minimizing transportation costs of products of this nature (gross, 
local materials). The simple reasoning behind this is the freight cost invested into 
waste material (lost material during manufacturing) increases with the amount of 
distance from the supply source location , and the location of the manufacturing 
facility. 
The scale of region in this location analysis is broadly defined as a large 
area encompassing part of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada and the part or 
all of four states in the US Northwest (Figure 11 ). This region covers the areas 
which may potentially be within logistically economic range of the defined local 
wood supply. The boundaries of the region need not be precisely defined, as the 
regional area is simply a starting point for further analysis. 
Figure 11. Defined area for regional scale of analysis. 
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Sub-regional Scale Assessment 
Within the defined region are several smaller areas of focus or hubs, with 
attributes matching some of the slightly more detailed location factors identified 
by the company. Using the examples of location factors provided in figure 7 (P. 
32), the following analysis of sub-region can be made. 
In the regional scale analysis it was noted that access to railway 
transportation and highway transportation are mandatory. Therefore those 
requirements must follow through in every successive level of scale thereafter. 
The objective in the assessment is to disqualify any non-conforming areas within 
the region as quickly as possible. In doing this the first step is to identify all areas 
where both highway and railway corridors are present. The pink lines (Figure 12) 
identify the major routes where both highway and railway infrastructure is 
located. Junction points where corridors access multiple directions provide the 
most direct shipping routes to target markets. Points within the region exhibiting 
these characteristics (not including Prince George and Carseland) are identified 
in yellow in figure 12. The areas are: Edmonton (E), Golden and Southeastern 
BC (G), Kamloops and South-central BC (K), Lower Mainland (L), Seattle 
Corridor, Portland, and Spokane (S), 
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Figure 12. Sub-region identification (yellow), with highway and rail corridors 
indicated in pink (adapted from website www.googlemaps.com 2006). 
The next most important location factor indicated in figure 7 (P. 32), is to 
minimize transportation costs. As determined in the evaluation of shifting 
production to the Prince George or Carseland plants; the closer the plant is to the 
raw material supply source, the lower the total transportation costs. Therefore 
any locations located at similar distances or farther from the supply areas than 
Prince George and Carseland will be omitted as a potential sub-region candidate. 
These criteria would therefore eliminate Edmonton, Golden and possibly 
Spokane. The topography in much of BC and the Northwest US is very 
mountainous and not suitable for industrial facility locations. Thus, places like 
Golden may have been unsuitable for more than one reason. 
Minimizing the risk of political boundaries is the next most important 
location factor in the sub-region evaluation. In this particular assessment, the US 
border creates a risk for raw-material flow from Canada. There are various 
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regulations which must be researched before making trans-border location 
decisions. The other thing to keep in mind, is that there is a risk governments 
could change import/export regulations at any time. One example of this is a 
recent one to two year ban the US Government placed on exporting untreated 
cedar poles from the US into Canada. This ban was a knee-jerk reaction to a 
complaint that somehow Canadian companies were taking jobs away from 
American citizens, by purchasing untreated cedar poles and exporting them to 
Canada to be treated. The point being, trade restrictions that are implemented 
for no reason and with no warning creates risk and uncertainty for companies 
who are investing large amounts of money with long term visions. The trade ban 
had a devastating effect on some companies (in both US and Canada). The BC 
Government has similar protective barriers to limit the trade of logs and other 
wood products across the US border. Usually the intent is to mitigate the public 
perception that BC is giving manufacturing jobs away to the US. Other risks or 
deterrents associated with locating an operation in the US include; currency 
exchange rates, government policy change, and risk of unfamiliar or changing 
environmental laws. Being that Stella-Jones is an established Canadian 
company with it's wood supply sources deeply rooted in Canada, it is unlikely 
that the company would choose a facility location in the US. This eliminates 
Spokane, Portland and the Seattle corridor from consideration as potential sub-
region locations. 
The remaining sub region options are Kamloops (South-central BC) and 
the Lower Mainland. The next most critical location factor is "weather patterns". 
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The main reason for the weather pattern concern is rainfall, and the nuisance 
effect of rain when it falls into containment areas at the plant. Once rainwater is 
collected in a containment area, it must be treated in the plant's water treatment 
system before it can be discharged to the sewer. This is to ensure that the 
rainwater is free of any potential chemicals that it may have picked up from the 
containment area. The cost of treating water in a high rainfall climate can 
become very high. Kamloops has a preferred climate where the average annual 
precipitation level is 279 mm (Environment Canada, 2006) compared to the 
Lower Mainland area, which has a range of 1800 - 1900 mm per year 
(Environment Canada, 2006). This is one item that can have a trade-off, as 
containment areas can be roofed. In the case of a new plant it is likely that a roof 
would be used, no mater which location was chosen. Building roofs over 
containment areas is the standard practice in all modern treating plants, 
regardless of the climate. In fact, it is suggested in Environment Canada's 
recommendations for the design of wood preserving facilities (Brudermann, 
2004). However, the user may choose at this point to do one of several things, 
including; make a financial assessment of the cost of a roof for a Lower Mainland 
site vs. the extra cost of freight that would be required to operate in the Kamloops 
area, to see if a suitable payback term can be achieved; or simply drop the 
Kamloops sub-region alternative, under the assumption that a roof is required 
under Environment Canada's recommendations regardless of which site is 
chosen and continue the evaluation through the remaining list of factors and 
conduct a factor-rating analysis to score both regions on a point basis, choosing 
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the sub-region with the best score; or make a divergence and continue to 
evaluate both sub-regions for a suitable site. It is important that at the time of the 
evaluation, these decisions are made in a rational manner and are aligned with 
the company's objectives at that time. 
Also at the sub-regional level of evaluation, the user should consider the 
result various sub-regions have on the cost of other required materials or 
services (other than wood). For example; items such as preservatives, 
electricity, natural gas, labor, oil, etc. There could be large variations in the cost 
of these items from one sub-region to the next, especially when making 
comparisons across borders. Fortunately, Stella-Jones' has national supply 
contracts for items such as preservatives, where the company pays the same 
price per unit regardless of which plant it is delivered to. They have a similar 
arrangement for natural gas, where they buy as part of a regional pool of 
customers; the only difference would be delivery charges for the pipeline carrier 
to different locations. Oil is purchased at a discounted rate based on usage 
volume, and traditionally the end price delivered to each plant has not been 
significantly different from one plant to the next. Other items such as labor and 
electricity, are relatively similar throughout the identified region, and therefore 
would not be a major concern in the decision making process. 
Community Scale Assessment 
Community scale refers to the analysis of individual towns or small local 
areas for compliance with specific location factors desired. The community level 
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of scale is the point where a lot of the detailed interactions and groundwork 
begins to take place. Many of the factors from the preceding levels of scale 
remain as major concerns (such as railway access), however now there are 
specific details about the railway service access that start to become important. 
For example Stella-Jones has identified that a feeder railway or interchange yard 
between multiple railways is desirable. The reason for this is service and 
flexibility. Feeder railways are designed to efficiently switch cars in and out of 
facilities and take them to the appropriate large railway for shipping to 
destination. This is an advantage over the large railways, who often will not 
provide daily service in and out of facilities, and instead choose to bring in - and 
remove only large sets of cars on a less frequent basis, as they are less efficient 
at the small detailed car movements. The other downside of large railways is 
that they do not make efficient interchanges of cars with other large railways 
which often results in delayed shipping time or lost shipments. An example of a 
small feeder railway in the Lower Mainland is the Southern Railway of BC. 
Coupled with the feeder railway access is the need for the presence of 
areas within the community and along the railway where large industrial or 
remote areas exist. This is a requirement for Stella-Jones, as they require a 
large site and also want to minimize interactions with neighbours who will be 
offended by the semi-obnoxious side effects of their operation. Therefore if a 
community has a feeder railway but it is surrounded with continuous 
developments of non-industrial nature, the community would not qualify. 
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Some of the other attributes which are important at the community scale 
are; available workforce, complementary service and support industries, positive 
attitudes of politicians and community leaders, public services and tax rates. As 
was the case at other scale level evaluations, some of the location factors are 
easily quantifiable, some are estimates, and some are subjective evaluations. 
In this assessment in order to quickly eliminate all non-qualifying 
communities, the company should first look for the physical presence of the 
railway and remote area combination. If the sub-region is large, the community 
assessment for this location factor combination could be easily assessed by 
hiring a small airplane or helicopter to fly along the route of any railway corridors, 
looking for large industrial or remote areas. Any communities exhibiting such 
areas would qualify for further community related location factor assessment. An 
example of the described conditions would be areas in the Chilliwack or 
Abbotsford, BC area, along the Southern Railway where large tracts of semi-
remote agricultural lands exist. Of course application to have to have the land re-
zoned from agricultural to industrial may be required . 
Site Scale Assessment 
Within the identified community(s) the company must now look for a 
specific site on which to build the facility. The search for a site involves a very 
detailed analysis of precise location factors. The number of location factors at 
the site scale will be many, and it is at this point where factor-rankings and good 
judgment will play an important role in comparing different potential sites to one 
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another. It is also important to note that along with the location factors identified 
by the company, there may be others which are suggested or mandated by 
governing authorities, such as Environment Canada (Appendix IV). Failure to 
consider the location requirements of governing authorities could limit the 
company's ability to obtain, or make it very costly to perform the required 
upgrades in order to obtain necessary operating permits for the site. It is 
important for the company to ensure that all requirements for operation are 
possible before deciding that a site is qualified for facility development. As 
mentioned above, it is preferred to have several potential sites from which to 
choose. 
Stella-Jones has not actually completed any type of a location assessment 
for a new site as of yet. However, for purposes of describing the framework, a 
hypothetical example of a site in the Lower Mainland will be described. A 
suitable site might be located on the Southern Railway near Chilliwack, BC in a 
semi rural setting (Figure 13). 
Figure 13. Example of a potential site in the Lower Mainland of BC. 
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The location identified in figure 13 has not been physically examined in 
any way, and only serves as an example of a site that would potentially meet the 
requirements of the site-scale location factors for Stella-Jones. As with the 
evaluation of the current New Westminster site, a table will be used to illustrate 
the evaluation results (Table 6). 
Sites in this area would possibly be suitable, as all "must" factors in the 
table were satisfied favorably. The only factor not met was the presence of 
natural buffers, however it is possible that an artificial buffer could be planted or 
constructed to break up the view, and dampen some of the noise, etc. of the 
operation. The true compliance of these sites however, would not be known until 
a thorough evaluation is conducted. 
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Table 6. Evaluation of a potential candidate site against the necessary site-scale 
location factors. 
Location Factor 
Adjacent to railway. 
Suitable distance from 
residential neighbours etc. 
Access to natural gas, 
electricity, water, sewer 
etc. 
Land zoned for industrial 
use, or able to re-zone 
from agricultural. 
Adequately sized lot. 
Able to operate without 
offending neighbours 
(noise, dust, smell , etc). 
Located on roadway 
without weight restrictions. 
Proximity to streams, 
wetlands, or other 
sensitive areas. 
Presence of natural buffers 
surrounding site. 
Strategic (convenient) 
location . 
Encroachment from 
surrounding sites. 
Site Negotiations 
"Must" Favorable 
Factor 
Yes X 
Yes X 
Yes X 
Yes ? 
Yes X 
Yes X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Unfavorable 
X 
Comments 
Located on Southern Railway, which 
connects to CN, CP, and BNSF. 
Rural location, yields relatively few 
neighbours. Some investigation 
should be completed to determine 
the nature of the few neighbours. 
Electricity and natural gas present. 
May require a well for water supply. 
Sewer unknown - may need to 
explore options to make a final 
determination. 
Industrial zoning will be required. If 
site cannot become zoned for 
industrial use, it will not qualify for 
consideration. 
Lot sizes in this area are large 
continuous tracts of sufficient size. 
Due to distance between neighbours 
and rural attributes of the area. 
No limitations to road access. 
Flat agricultural land, relatively few 
water courses, or wetlands. 
Relatively few buffers in the area 
{flat, cleared land). Buffer could 
possibly be created . 
Location is convenient and strategic 
relative to supply sources, markets 
and transportation networks. 
Encroachment is unlikely in the near 
future (10-15 years) , but is inevitable 
in the long term. 
Once the preferred site determination has been established, the company 
must approach the owner to see if the land can be purchased for a reasonable 
cost. If not, the company will have to go to the second choice site, etc. If the 
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owner is willing to sell the land for a suitable price, the company should enter into 
a purchase agreement pending the fulfillment of certain conditions is possible. 
This way the company does not end up purchasing a piece of land that cannot be 
developed due to regulatory or other reasons. The purchase agreement should 
allow the company to conduct the required on-site testing , and to pursue any 
regulatory approvals necessary to ensure the site can be developed for 
construction of a wood preserving facility. Once all conditions have been 
confirmed, the company can purchase the property and begin the design and 
development of the new facility. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The specialized needs of Stella-Jones and the complex interrelationships 
of the major location factors such as; supply sources, transportation networks, 
markets, environmental protection, and social responsibilities, have given rise to 
the resulting customized location evaluation framework (Appendix Ill). The 
framework process is intended to be open-structured, transparent and adaptable. 
The framework does not rely heavily on assumptions or mathematical modeling; 
it simply provides an organized approach for a real-world problem. The 
approach is based on information from a wide variety of research literature, and 
grounded through the financial information, and location factor choices of the 
company. 
As is the case with most models and frameworks, the quality of the 
resulting outcome is only as good as the quality of the information provided as 
input. Therefore it is important for the user of this framework to ensure that the 
financial information used is thorough, complete, and representative of present 
and/or future expectations. It is also essential that a complete and detailed list of 
location factors is developed, prioritized and carefully considered in order to 
support the company's current and future needs throughout the lifespan of the 
new facility. One thing that became apparent in reviewing the workings of all 
models was the following trend; as the number of assumptions decrease, the 
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level of judgment and/or quantitative analysis must increase. Rather than have a 
"black-box" model full of unknown variables and assumptions, the open structure 
of this framework depends on the company's evaluation team (users) to make 
the best informed decisions possible, as they progress through the various levels 
of scope and location factors incorporated into the framework. This location 
decision making process involves the sequential consideration of factors at 
successively more limited geographic scales, while allowing the user to consider 
the dynamic effects of time and the interrelationships of the multiple variables at 
each level of scale. As long as the investigator follows the spatial hierarchy to 
determine the priority of characteristics to be searched, information collected at 
each stage will provide reliable prior probabilities for the next stage of the search. 
Ultimately the decision maker will achieve a state of mind wherein the information 
matrix developed from the search is considered an acceptable probability matrix 
for the selection of the plant site (Carroll and Dean, 1980). 
Chapman and Walker (1991) note that location decisions are an 
infrequent event for most companies. When faced with the need to assess a 
location problem, it is difficult to justify establishing a formal procedure. Most 
case studies of the location decision-making process within firms emphasize that 
it tends to be pragmatic rather than scientific, not least because of the difficulties 
involved in obtaining information and the reality that most information required to 
make decisions is of a non-quantifiable nature (Figure 14). It is also important to 
remember that decision makers are concerned not only with existing, but also 
with future conditions. The construction of a new facility is a long-term 
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investment and it is necessary to make predictions of future conditions that are 
likely to affect the return on investment. 
Table 3.4 MaJor locatJon factors. tnformatton quality and avatlabtllty 
Factor 
Access to Markets 
Dtstnbulton cost to extstlng markets 
Future trends tn sales (tncludtng addttlonal sales 
generated by new plant) 
Access to Supplies 
Assembly costs 
Future trends 1n supplies (tncludtng new supplters) 
Compettltlle Constderallons 
Loca!ton of competitors 
Reaction of competttors 
Transport Factfttles 
Ava1labt l1ty quality and cost of serv1ces 
Uttlttles and Servtces 
Avallabtllty. quality and cost 
Labour Faclors 
Ava1labtltty. quality and cost 
Taxes and Anancmg 
Prevatling tax rates and obltgattons 
Tax tncenttves 
S1te Factors 
Purchase pnce and development costs 
EnVIfonmental Cons1derations 
Prevailing regulations 
Ease and speed of compliance 
Community Factors 
Cost of ltvtng 
Communtty facilities 
Communtty attttudes 
Source Adapted from Schmenner. 1982 
Quality of Information 
Est1mate 
'Guesstimate' 
Esttmate 
'Guesstimate' 
Quantlftable 
Non-quanttftable 
Esttmate 
Esttmate 
Estimate 
Ouanttftable 
Ouanhftable 
Quanttltable 
Ouanttftable 
Non-quanttftable 
Quanti !table 
Esttmate 
Non-quanliftable 
Figure 14. Illustration of the nature, quality, and availability of information 
pertaining to some example location factors (adapted from Chapman and 
Walker, 1991). 
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Limitations to this framework include the vulnerability of the outcome to 
the quality of inputs along with the knowledge and judgment of the user. For this 
reason it is recommended that the company appoint a small team (Hamilton 
1974, suggests less than five) of managers to conduct the location evaluation. 
This team should include managers with a diversity of backgrounds including; 
operations, environment, finance, logistics, etc. This will ensure that a well 
rounded and complete set of location factors is defined, and that the evaluators 
have the required skill set to make well informed decisions throughout the 
process. Another limitation of the framework is that it does not consider the 
relative costs of facility construction on one site versus another. This 
shortcoming could be mitigated by ensuring that some measure of facility 
construction cost is incorporated into the location factors at the appropriate 
scales. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In the outset of this study it was anticipated that a general or universal 
location model would be available which could be adapted to Stella-Jones' 
situation , and used to identify potential sites. However upon reviewing the 
literature it quickly became apparent that no such model or theory exists. Many 
researchers such as Owen and Daskin (1998) ; Estall and Buchanan (1980); and 
Miller (1970) have noted that while such general models of location problems 
make reasonable research projects, they do not capture many of the 
characteristics of real-world location problems. Things such as spatial variations 
in demand and costs along with the environmental aspects and social 
considerations make the formulation of a practical industrial location theory 
extremely complex. It becomes even more difficult when it is recognized that 
location factors are dynamic rather than static situations. Attempts to make 
theoretical and/or mathematically driven models conform more closely to current 
reality have necessarily meant the introduction of a greater number of variables 
and assumptions (Estall and Buchanan, 1980). The increase of variables and 
assumptions has added to the complexity of the problem and to the difficulty of 
constructing a satisfactory model that can produce usable real-world results. For 
these reasons, it was decided the characteristics of the mathematical and 
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programming types of models would prohibit their ability to readily meet the 
needs of the problem at hand. 
As the project progressed, the objective of the study evolved from; 
discovering a general location model and using it to locate and evaluate a 
suitable new location for Stella-Jones; to researching the literature and 
formulating a customized framework which incorporates the specific 
characteristics required to conduct a real-world location evaluation for use by 
Stella-Jones. Therefore the result of this study was the creation of a means to 
evaluate an industrial location assessment problem, while ensuring that 
economic, social and environmental concerns are adequately considered. 
This framework provides a method for Stella-Jones to cope with the 
uncertainty that add difficulty to real-world industrial location problems. While 
there may be many possible variations to this framework, the basic requirement 
of this approach is that the users employ sound information and judgment, as 
well they should learn from their experience as they progress through the steps 
of the framework. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
• The company should appoint a small team of managers with diverse 
backgrounds to conduct the location evaluation. Backgrounds should 
include: operations, environment, finance, logistics etc. This will ensure 
that; 1) a well rounded and complete set of location factors is defined, and 
it) evaluators have the required skill set to make well informed decisions. 
• Once a site is determined, Stella-Jones should apply for any required 
permitting and begin to develop the new location prior to shutting down the 
existing facility to mitigate unforeseen delays in start-up and lost 
production time. 
• Consideration of the potential to upgrade the new facility in the future 
should be incorporated into the planning and facility design. 
• At the regional scale; further analysis could be completed to examine the 
potential cost savings of directing specific combinations of product groups 
and markets to various existing plants, to see if there are any particular 
permutations that will result in a lower overall combination than a new 
facility. However, this would also involve an analysis of loss of economies 
to scale of having specialized plants. 
• If no suitable site is found , the company may consider purchasing a 
competitor who has complementary operations. 
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APPENDIX I 
The Decision Trace: A General Model 
Although each locational decision differs in detail , the investigation 
stresses striking similarities in the decision-making process. In every case, 
there was a judgmental re ponse, in the face of uncertainties, to an imme-
diate need of the corporation. The decisions were made by relatively few 
persons in upper management, were seen as an integral part of the total 
financial decision process of the firm and were reached relatively quickly. 
Especially noteworthy were the rapidity and everity with which the scope 
of the spatial search was circumscribed, and relative lack of overt, detailed 
feedback to the decision-makers about the correctness of the location deci-
sion after the fact. 
The decision processes noted tend to conform to more general models and 
are examples of Chamberlain 's (1968) 'strategic decisions ', Tiebout's (1957) 
'adaptive processes' and Krumme's (1969) 'spatially active' decision-making. 
They fit closely Townroe's decision stages of (I) development of management 
policy, (2) pressure for changes in space, (3) pressures for a new site, (4) the 
search for a new site ( 1971 , pp. 17- 27). 
Strong common denominators among the eight case studies suggest the 
following generalized trace of the locationaJ decision process: 
( I) Identification of need. New facilities are usually constructed to meet 
expanded product demand, to obtain more modem plant and facilities , 
to escape an unfavourable labour situation. The nature of corporate need 
influences the spatial search process. 
(2) Corporate preconditions. The vast majority of the world 's possible 
locations are never explicitly considered in the search process. Most are 
precluded by preconditions imposed by the corporate situation. These may 
be subdivided into : 
(i) Organizational preconditions such as, 'we only consider one plant 
Source: Hamilton, 1974. P. 184 
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at a time' or 'we are determined to escape the jurisdiction of our 
present union' . 
(ii) Spatial preconditions such as, 'we avoid over eas locations' or 
'we have always been in Ohio' or 'we already have plant in those 
areas·. 
(3) The sparia/ search. 
(i) Selection of an area of search, at the sub-national or, more com-
monly, the regional cale. The preconditions provide at least vague 
limits to this area: it is usually centred on, or adjacent to, areas of 
current production and within areas of current distribution. This 
first spatially overt decision stage involves the rather precise, and 
usually arbitrary or impressionistic, delimitation of the specific 
area of earch. 
(ii) Focus on a subsection of the regional area of carch. Thi tage is 
reached relatively rapidly. The decision proce may involve the 
utilization of area development agency and utility company data, 
but in general it seems to be primarily based on the very limited 
regional knowledge and impressions of the part-time location 
decision-makers . 
(iii) Selection of a set of towns. In this stage, a preliminary survey of the 
selected sub-region identifies those towns which promise to supply 
the minimum requirements for the plant such as ufficient popula-
tion size, good labour potential or adequate acce sibility. The 
number of town so elected for more detailed consideration is 
usually very small, normally le s than six . 
(iv) Selection of a specific town for the plant through the analysi of 
objective data and the subjective impre sions of the decision-
makers. This, and the immediately preceding stage, con umes 
most time and effort in the spatial decision proce s. Since one 
criterion for selecting a town i the desirability of a specific site, 
the town election proce very often al o determines the site 
selection . 
(4) Rarijication of the location decision. The location decision by the 
working managers normally must be ratified by the uppermost policy-makers 
of the firm, such as the Board of Directors and the President. So long as the 
location decision-makers are creditable, approval is u ually routine. 
(5) Conslrucrion and operarion of the plant. After the start of production 
at a given site, little thought i given to the correctne of the location 
decision. except when a specific deci ion i u ed to model a ub equent 
decision. There is also a great tendency to rationalize the deci ion since the 
location chosen i recognized as permanently fixed for a long duration. 
Except in extreme situations. there i an effort to amortize the building and 
location in spite of changes in the corporate or competitive situation which 
may diminish the viability of the location . The plant is adapted to change. 
Source: Hamilton, 1974. P. 185 
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APPENDIX Ill 
Diagram of proposed location evaluation framework (pg 83) . 
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I 
RAW MATERIAL SUPPLY 
LOCATION 
RBievant rost calculatioos 
and other crtteria 
·Are tllere othe< existing f----1\ 
tteating facilities In the regloo? \------,( 
• If so, conduct a feasibility 
analysis on moving production 
to exlstlng faclllty 
Relevant cost calculatioos I f----1\ 
and oUler criteria \------,( 
L__________J 
Relevant cost calculatioos J f----1\ 
and o1ller crkeria \------,( 
'--------
SITE SPECIFIC QUALIFIERS 
Can the site be purchased. and for a 
reasonable price? 
Can the site be zooed for industnal? 
Can environmental permi1s be obtained? 
Is the tolal cost of d1111elopm1!11t and 
oonsti\JCiion feasible? 
Conduct a feasibility study for the project 
including operating costs before 
ptJrchasing. 
Conduct hands-on detailed assessment 
of site for geology, topography, 
drainage, etc. 
TRANSPORTATION 
NETWORKS 
(LOGISTICS) 
REGION 
(Levell) 
D< 
SUB-REGION 
(Level2) 
D< 
COMMUNITY 
(Level3) 
D< 
SITE 
(Level4) 
DETERMINE 
WHETHER SITE IS 
SUITABLE OR NOT 
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< 
DISTRIBUTION OF 
MARKET LOCATIONS 
LOCAnON FACTORS 
• Must h!Ne major i>ghway oorridors 
• Must have railway ttansporta tloo 
• Mininize totalttansponation costs 
'OTHERS 
LOCAnON FACTORS 
• Access to railway transportatioo 
• Access to highway transportatioo 
• Minimize transportatioo cost 
• Topography (llnit batriers) 
• Minimize political boundaries to r"ONI material 
fli7N (ex: duties or export bens) 
• Weather patterns 
• Awareness of local enviroomental regulations 
• ProKimity to ocean pott 
'OTHERS 
LOCATION FACTORS 
• Access to feeder railway or dose proximity 
to local railway Interchange yards 
• Ava~ability or remote or heavy industrial areas. 
• Community priorities and policies 
• Avaaabitity ol wort<force 
• Local servk:fl support lndusttles 
• Pll>-lndustry local decision makers (e.: City 
Council) 
• Availability o1 public services 
• Local lax rate 
'OTHERS 
LOCATION FACTORS 
• Must be adjacent to rail 
• Must be suitable distance from residential. etc. 
• Must have access to nat. gas, eleciric. water. 
and sewer 
• Must have an adequately sized lot 
• Must be able lo operate wrthout offending 
neighbours (noise. dust, srretl. etc). 
• Located on roadway without weight resuictioos 
• Not located near s1reams. wetlands. or other 
sensltllle areas 
• Presence of natural buffers surrounding sate 
" Minimize semj..obnoxious attributes of 
opemtions 
• Strategic (convenient) location 
• UnUkely enaoachment on suiYOundlng sites 
'OTHERS . 
If YES · Begin planning and development 
If NO • Re-evaiiJale location assessment 
APPENDIX IV 
6 Site Selection 
6.1 Purpose 
Preliminary nss ~cntof nn industrial site i m·olvcs an evaluat ion of'tcthnicnl s it<: 
<:h;m~etcri;tics (e g hydmgoo lo ~·. topoguph ·and oil tliDd ofs io-ecOilomic and 
gc:ogrnph ic f!k:tars {e g c0$l. I nnd ~ ll:rld availab ili t ·. pT'()Ximi t · to mw mat<:riab;, mrukc:ts 
and trau ;p<rtatiou rouk · 11lis s~eliou high lights ite fe.atur that COil tribute to tbe contro l 
of 3.11] potential cll.;nl ical re le.ases from 1100d !}re:seNatioJl fac ilili. . 
In man} ca~--s.natuml sttccharactenslt s ma] Llll(XISC oooSiramts m tll ~ tC(;bmeal teatur.:s o a 
(ll(: i I ity E.nrly rc<:ogn it ion 0 f less ~ irllbl chliJliCI.CTis tic wi II nil ow ckvclopment 0 r 11 
con1Jm1SIIting design and speed site nppro\·al 
6.2 Assessment Factors 
Active plant site;; llal ~~potential fo1 chemical contamination of groundwater and surface 
\'later. Tile e:stent of pot.elltial cotltamimttiou is depell&nt on U1e type of chem ical, its pi~ ical 
Md biological prol£fl-tcs. p lantdCSJgo and op;mt.tJllg prncttces. and sllC·!lj)ec tCtc clwactcnsucs 
uJcludulg sod I:) p.: . g.:olog}. bydro lo~ (subsurt'l.Ce). cltnlate. topogr.tpb} and drnmagc 
Th is section describes cn,·ironmcntn lly important s it<: chnrnctcristics nnd how those 
ebnrnctcristic · c<m afTc:c4 the c:1·entlllll impact of a chemical rc:lc<~Se 1'be:<lechnractcri ;tics 11rc: 
importmll in dcsi •niny fc<tture<; of a "' prc~rvali n p l.unl thut: 
a 1 mini .nu.e the possi hili ty of off. site C.OJltamiJJation ~ ia J;1ollldl~ateJ Alld :urfllce wate : 
b} mminnze clliOillC Oil lt~ COOtammaUOO to prot t ·wod..er realth durUlg operation: 
c) acJ.bta~ dccallJlltSStoomg LO U1c 'I'Cllt o parttalor COillplct~c l osur· 
The pre liminary l!'lscssmont fnctON re ly on ~.ndi ly a1·ailab lc informat ion Tnblc 2 lists the itc 
ft:<tlures thiu must be com ide~ in 1m em·ironmental impJICI ill.sc:ssmc:nt 
6. 2.1 Regional Geology 
Gco logtc to.fhnn:lttoo abo\Jt lllnll] areas o (4nadama] be obtamcd rrom fe<£ml and (:f'OI'IIlCUJ I 
strH)S lillom1atton that Shou ld be obt.amcd mc lu&:s : 
C"':lurcofuncon:so lidat.cd mntcrinl - Finc-grnincd mntcrial i'l mo~ like I~ to retain chemical 
cootllm innnts than CQIITse m.ltC'J'inl 
• 0..-pt:h 10 bedrock - Shnllow $O ils imp I · n limited ab ili t · to rctitin $p i lied chemi c~lls 
• Aqu i ferrc:chir~Bc and di charge 7nnes - Potentia l forb 'tlmulic wmections 10 regional 
growldwaterand s:!Jl iti1e sur~e waterbod i should h2' considered . 
• Dl!lC.outinuilies ucb as fau lt:s , fisstreS. joints. fractures Disco11tinu ities ma~ c-au!le "short· 
c~J~:.uittng" of acontanJmantplunx: 
G·IX 
Source: Brudermann, 2004, P. G-18. 
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Table 2 Site Features Affecting the Oe5ign of a Wood Preservation FacHity 
su ..... ,.. 
Petm 1 cmltll 
T~l%~1 
Soil dl'p!hto bedrodl (an ) 
10 grouna~ (em) 
Floodng 
Oranage 
OL~S'nQO ID s a-::e 'Miterbodr 
{Jfll<.tor~l 
8.2.2 Soils 
>50 
>30 
<60 
-:eo 
Frequent ( "''llnC!l'l20 yea.l!l ) 
Very 1aj)(J 
Orredlyad~ 
So il properties shou ld be !1S!iCS$Cd to evnlrnLte the potential !Or leach in • ofln:alment chem ical 
ro1JSt i lu~lltS . P'lly 'k.;u properti to collsi&r ioc luded~pllt p~neabi li t} .textw e. 11 ater-ho lding 
capacity aJJd shruJk-sweU potelltial. chemical profmi" to coo id!r iJlCI udecatioo e'ICilru:~ge 
cllpa<: tt~ (CEC). rutioo C\Chrul • capactt) 4 AEC) . org:uuc carbon content ruxltrou 11nd aiUJrunurn 
o m content ' Oils v. ttb lugb amounts of organ1c cMboo " 1 U hn'"'e btgbcr capacitJ;:s for 
sorp tion ofrr;utral orgiiJJic componnds ; tho~ \~;th hi gh AEC \~i ll provide g~atcr retention o 
d is.soc i11,tcd phenols ; \lhik tho with high ('F.{' " ill pru1ide grt".ntc,r retention oforgl!fl i bllSC'S 
High A Ef'. hi •h lel·cls of alum inum oxid:! '· 1mdlor hi •h l ~·e l.s of calcium compourds will 
Cflhimce th: rclenLirn of !lr!lCnii c: 1md chromuLc unions, while h igh E . h igh da , e<:lltonl nnd 
high organic matter \~i ll enhance th: retention or Llx: c.oppe cati on 
Sot! depth nnd sml types are routm.': l) mdtcatcd on soli maps llllld oft·o aJ ~'Clog} map l 
AJt bougbtl·a,\'ai labl~maps llllli) not LDdJ at· thee , tsoll crupos ttJonofa smaU 'tclc g, 
2 hu) , they an be used ~·H pre li minary rLS~smcnt pUJlQ5CS 
8,2,3 Geotechnical De&criptlon (Including subsurface hydrology and water 
tabl data) 
Published maps ruld 1ep(ats on regional geclogy ruld so ils rue ~uate ref~nces fa 
tablisbingsubsurfu eb)'drogoolog:. at the pre liJllinat) si tellSSessr»e.llstage. HOI\ 1-er, site-
Sp:tlfic J:rydro logJc data 1~tll be rcqUtr.?d trooc or more oC U1c rouow1ng cmdluons Mi' tdcutificd 
durmg prccoost:ructJoo smcnt: 
• the itc i located OI'Cf' a sha ll ow, unc{mlincd aquifer; 
• the site i ~ located 01-er an 11quifc:r med for n potable or irriy,ation wnLcr supply: 
• the aqui fer ll.ts hvdro log,ic conna:: tion with oiJJer aqu i fe~ in the urea and/orrc •ional 
ground\1 ater flow palter us, 
Source: Brudermann, 2004, P. G-19. 
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The fldd itiono l in c:umnt im rc<Ju iJCd must be d.;f'incd in .;on 1ltat i n ~ i t h the appropriate 
regulatory ngency 
6. 2.4 Topogrn phy 
Topographical infonna:Lion is ea.s ily obtaiJ~d from published .!;'0~ nunen t ulilJH. 111 geJl;.'l'aL 
steep Lies shou ld be a~oidcd du;: to runoiTprob lcms and erosion HO\ve\'<:f, top<lgrap~ IS a tt· 
sclcctiOil parameter that can b• addres9;!d ~ filcJltt} destgll lope gmd tcnts b~Nccn Wo a.od 
llr..~, shou ld prcs:'Tl1 fc,> .probkm5 . pl!lnd 0 11111nd tcrr~~Ccd landfOmts nrc d irablc I .'l.tiol\5 for 
trcntmcrrt fnc ilitics f loodp lain arcat.;~pl.llblc ifihcy li e ~~~·c 1l1c l()(l.ycar 000<3 leve l; 
othe-mise spcd al dcsi,\lll pnwis im . must be impl mcnt.cd. 
6. 2.5 Cli mate 
C'lmJacttc 1 nnnblcs. such as prectpitatJon (fomJ, histoncal 1-bovr and 2-1-hour ma,ximums. and 
rumunl total amount}. tcmpcrat c rc 'me and'' u1d pattcms. intl nc~c!Jcm .i al. lass dunng 
strrageoftrc1Ucd 1\ood and k~hmg in tk sUbsurface. CUmocuc variables can also mtJwncc 
c<~nd ition ing n.."'Cd for "ood priorto ~ t~tiCI!l t~atrrcnt nnd clln 11fTcd worker c posurc to 
emis.~ iQils lnf(.IITilntion on sn.;h d im:K:tic qni11blcs i'l gener,,lly a~·a ilab lc !Tom En\'ironmcnt 
C!Ulllda Ho~e,· c-r, del'in iti1·c criteTiJI nrc difficulllo <.:stab l'sb for c limll<:.tic influences . For 
exlUllJllc . th: wnounl of prc.c ipilllli n " ill i nflucrc.:~ lc.ochi n • potent iitl bu t t hi pari!Dxlcrc,an b<: 
a.Uevillted by lecLiJlg · i~ witll so il' oflow !:CNneabili l) andlorby introducing canp~Ji!iaLi.ng 
d~ igr1 f.:.atures .at tl fac ility 
6.2.6 Pro11imity t o ~nsiti~ Use$ 
Sites located a.qjaccnt to wntcrlx>di {e.g lnkcs, ri~"CTS. m ri nc' ntcrs) or a \'C n.qui fbrs trSICd 
fordri nkin • or irrigiition ~\· aler:suppl i , f. munufucturingplllTlt:! 1rnd b<:1·crusc: JJ'O«Ssing 
pi Ullssbw ld becon. idc:redc.nutiouslybythe" dpresc-InLion indusuy . lf.;uch 11 iLC.' is 
s Iedet~. ~~ep lional design approach: ruld op.:rat ional ruld tnon itaiJl_g procedures 1~ il I be 
req ui ed . D.lsir.able min im wn d i ;;t.a~~c reliiC.etJ fac iULie alld I!JlS iLi ~·e \\llterbod i dejl!Jld 
upon prc1 iousl} dJscuss;d foctors sud! as so LI type, re onal g og}, topogmjl'bj and cluJJnte: If 
a ·lootoo tc is adJacent to "atcrbOOtcs ured b~ mi,gmt<X) fiSh, tl ·n tl ·plans must b~ rcv tCII·cd 
by both E:m·ir(lllmcrrt an;Jdn 1100 Fi :hcri :md Occ-~tns 11nndn 
6.3 Selection Procedures 
Aft' cotnpillilg tl1edata for potcnti.al iiites. tl1c de~· elope: is fared \~ i lh a de ision-mak iJlg 
proc 1£, ik ~Lec liorl . Tile p · intt'l!fa · emiror»nen tal pracction 1~ itb e.conom ic 
c~ri!i iderations. On tl1e ba.sis of ecuJorn ic factors alone. a I env · lUl'Je'Jllillly acccpt.ab l~ £it 
uugbt be most d able HoWC\'CJ. cc tl ~ less occept.'lb ~~etn Jl'Ollll~tal fcatll'~ wtll add to 
ll1c cost o nd1pti:ug the L&Jl and opcrot ron o 1.00 p lrult to tJJc s tt.-:. em i.ra1mc rtn1 protccuon 
mu ~ intC'rprctcd 115 ll rc,al IO<: tion cost at 1ch a itc 
All fnclon; pre1·imL I · d;:sc-ri b..-d ·hould b<:c n idered Technique<: used to 9:-' lc-cL a site: on the 
basis of c-m·irmm:nLill accepl!Lbili ty include cri L~"l" i n nrnkin£. mntriccs, dcc i ion trC.'c!; or 
Source: Brudermann, 2004, P. G-20. 
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mllthemnt ie~ l m de l ling . . ince n essment tochn i tes among n:-gulntOI)' agenc ies mny I 'PT} 
eon5 idernbly, Ictal and provincial regu lator) ngcnci (and dcm l n~nc ies wh~ nctc:ssnT}' ) 
must be consulted 
Tab I ~ 2 pro1 id! e~.ampk of site charoct-:1 · aic M:Juiring 1-ef) li ttl <! CJWitOilmental mitigation as 
"'ell as tho£ iring -'g11i 6c&lt mitigat ioo. Dev iations from tl1e most d · abl.: chariK.h~' i,"i.ics 
st~g~t lllrtOl.JS d..:-gre o mttignting d .. tgn and opcmuooal measure : 
light mitigating d i~ nlopcmt ional m;-~ l lf<::S are~ ruy for <cites thrtt ~~~ell su ited to th;; 
I -lttion 1\tren.tme-nt flK: il ity 1llC itcwi II requi re only 10\ ~o m41 intcn.'lnce and 
mon itoring to ;ure em· iron me-ntal prole~ lion. 
• Mudcmte mi tigat in • d ·ign/opcrlli ional me.ttsure p-re$:nt more ofu pmblcm, but in seneml 
sites .requiru1g ucb n , . ·ures iltt! a ~ptabl.,. 
• Sel'ete mitigating &s i.gtl lo~rationill measures su bas spec ial imlOI"llLi l designs nm. · 
pa:rtl.a.lly 01 r an~ lb.-: constrrunlS o ama.r m lly su1tabk sJtc !XstgD casts nr likcl)- to b~ 
lngh . 1ensi1 moortonng efforts \Hil be rctllll.fCd addtng to the cost of the loc,:rt tal 
• VC1) ., crc nut atrng/op·mttooalmcasur tndtcat that a t· m~ be oooou ) 
imprn.cticll l and shQu ld not ll; (ll]sidcrcd 
i t.e fe.atures alll.l t.lx: de£Kes ofmiLigaLing.d ·ig.n•'opc:.r'J.ti mal me~ urc shown in Table- are 
ba.~d on "tin • criterin su~·c:st.cd by \ 'ilriQUS i m·c:. igatOI'i ( 16, 17) 
G·21 
Source: Brudermann, 2004, P. G-21. 
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